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ABSTRACT  
 
 
 
 

Impacts of Vessel Noise Perturbations on the Resident Sperm Whale Population in the 

Gulf of Mexico. 

(May 2012) 

Alyson Julie Azzara, B.A., Temple University; 

M.S., Texas A&M University 

Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Wyndylyn von Zharen 
 
 
 
 

The Gulf of Mexico is home to two of the world’s ten busiest ports by cargo volume, the 

Port of New Orleans and the Port of Houston; and in 2008, these ports hosted a 

combined 14,000 ships, a number which is likely only to increase. Past research shows 

that this increase in shipping worldwide has historically lead to an increase in ambient 

noise level of 3-5dB per decade. Sperm whales in the Gulf of Mexico are considered a 

genetically distinct, resident population. They have a preference for the Louisiana-

Mississippi Shelf region which directly overlaps with the entrance to the Mississippi and 

the Port of New Orleans. Disruptions from vessel noise could influence feeding and 

breeding patterns essential to the health of the stock. Data used in this analysis were 

collected continuously over 36 days in the summer of 2001 from bottom moored Navy 

Environmental Acoustic Recording System (EARS) buoys. Results showed a significant 

difference (P<0.05) in noise level between hours with ships passing and hours without. 
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Metrics for 56 ship passages were analyzed to compare duration of ship passage with 

duration of maximum received level (MRL) during ship passage.  Results of that 

analysis showed an average ship passage of 29 minutes with average MRL lasting 23% 

of the ship passage and an average increase of 40dB. Lastly, click counts were made 

with the Pamguard. Click counts for ship passages were completed for 35 min and 17.5 

min before and after the estimated closest point of approach (CPA) for each ship. Results 

showed a 36% decrease in the number of detectable clicks as a ship approaches when 

comparing clicks detected at  intervals of both 35 minutes before and 17 minutes before 

the CPA; additionally, 22% fewer clicks were counted 30 min after the ship than 30 min 

before (results significant at the P=0.01 level). These results indicate a potential change 

in sperm whale behavior when exposed to large class size vessel traffic (e.g. tankers and 

container ships) from major shipping lanes. Recommendations for addressing this issue 

are discussed.  
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

 

General Introduction 

The Gulf of Mexico (GoM) is a center of marine activities, from seismic exploration to 

shipping, drilling, platform installation, lightering, and construction, among others.  It is 

home to two of the world’s ten busiest ports by cargo volume, the Port of New Orleans 

and the Port of Houston; and in 2008, these ports hosted a combined 14,000 ships 

(approximately 6,000 vessel calls were recorded at the Port of New Orleans and 8,000 

vessel calls at the Port of Houston [Port Authority of Houston, 2009; Port Authority of 

New Orleans, 2009]), a number which is likely only to increase (Macdonald et al., 

2006). Past research shows that this increase in shipping worldwide has historically lead 

to an increase in ambient noise level of 3-5dB per decade (Andrew et al., 2002). The 

noise from these vessels is continuous and may be a significant source of stress for 

animals in the marine environment. This is of particular concern for the resident sperm 

whale population in the GoM because they are most abundant on the Louisiana-

Mississippi shelf and in the direct path of a number of converging shipping lanes. They 

are also an endangered species.  

 

This issue of overlap between commercial and ecological use is not limited to the New  
 
_____________ 
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Orleans Ship Channel or to the GoM. This is an issue faced by any shipping port where  

marine mammals are found in close proximity to vessel traffic. Examples of this in the  

U.S. are ports in Boston, Washington, California, New York, New Jersey, and many 

others along the eastern and western seaboards. According to the National Oceanic and 

Atmospheric Association’s (NOAA) National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS), there 

are 21 marine mammal species protected under the endangered species act and 2 

additional species protected under U.S Fish and Wildlife Service (Manatees and Sea 

Otters) (NOAA Office of Protected Resources) that inhabit port associated waters.  

There are a total of 120 marine mammal species globally which are likely to be affected 

by vessel traffic (Perrin et al., 2008).  

 

Sperm whales are federally protected by both the Marine Mammal Protection Act 

(MMPA) and the Endangered Species Act (ESA). Under these laws, it is illegal to harm 

marine mammals in U.S. waters. Harm is defined by the ESA to include any action that 

causes behavioral changes of marine mammals or any type of harassment such as close 

approach by vessels (Würsig et al., 2000). Until recently, anthropogenic noise had not 

been considered a major factor for behavioral changes. It is now recognized to be 

dangerous and sometimes fatal for marine mammals in close proximity to noise sources 

(Jasny et al., 2005). Thus, it is imperative that new attention be given to the effects of 

chronic noise exposure, especially in an area as heavily trafficked as the GoM as well as 

all port areas with a marine mammal presence.  
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Physical Forcing in the GoM  

Physical ocean processes are strongly linked with biological processes. In order to 

understand where a population of whales is located, or why prey aggregate in a certain 

area, the physical environment must be understood. The GoM is a dynamic environment 

with several major forces dictating physical processes. The most prominent is the Loop 

Current, which is a precursor of the Gulf Stream that enters through the Yucatan 

Channel and exits through the Florida Straits. When the Loop Current extends very far 

north or northwest, large scale (~200 km) anti-cyclonic eddies separate from the Loop 

Current and propagate west or southwest through the GoM (Hamilton, 1992). The 

dominant dynamic mechanism controlling the separation of Loop Current eddies from 

the Loop Current is instability within the Loop Current produced by horizontal sheer 

from the natural tendency of the water masses to propagate west with the Coriolis force 

and not to the east and out the Florida Straits (Sturges and Leben, 2000). Additionally, 

variation in the flow through the Yucatan Channel influences the strength and extension 

of the Loop Current to the northwest, which also affects the frequency of Loop Current 

eddy detachment (Leben, 2005).  

 

Eddies in the GoM typically extend downward from the surface to depths of 500 to 600 

meters. Anti-cyclonic loop current eddies are all associated with deep anti-cyclone-

cyclone pairs. These deep pairs are guided by bottom bathymetry as they migrate 

westward. Because the lower deep anticyclone decays more rapidly, surface eddies are 

often found further west and without their deeper counterpart (Welsh and Inoue, 2000).  
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Eddies can interact with the Loop Current, deep bathymetry, and other Loop Current 

eddies. These secondary eddy interactions are often the main forcing factors along the 

shelf-edge and may influence the circulation of shallower continental shelf waters 

(Hamilton, 1992).  

 

Sperm Whale Habitat 

In the GoM, the 15 degree temperature mark is the strongest delineation for female and 

juvenile sperm whale habitat. While males move freely about the oceans to the edge of 

the ice pack, females and juveniles remain along the edge of these temperature 

boundaries.  Depth is another separating factor; females rarely enter the waters above the 

continental shelf (Caldwell et al., 1966; Whitehead, 2003) and are mostly found between 

the 800m and 1200m isobaths (Mullin et al., 1994; Mullin and Hansen., 1999). The 

preferred grounds are areas of high primary and secondary productivity (Gulland, 1974; 

Jacquet and Whitehead, 1996; Jaquet et al., 1996). Over small scales of kilometers to 

hundreds of kilometers, sperm whales are associated with strong oceanographic features 

such as continental shelf breaks (Waring et al., 2001, Davis and Fargion, 1996; Davis et 

al., 1998), cyclonic eddies (Biggs et al., 2000), and warm core rings breaking off from 

the Gulf Stream (Waring et al., 1993; Griffen, 1999) because sperm whale prey 

concentrate along the boundaries of these features (Whitehead 2003). 

 

In the GoM, the Mississippi River injects nutrients into an otherwise oligotrophic region 

(Baumgartner et al., 1999).  The Mississippi River is the largest river system in North 
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America with a drainage basin that includes 43% of U.S. interior and parts of Canada. 

The river discharges an average of 1.83x104 km3 of freshwater per year into the GoM 

creating a plume detectible up to 100km offshore (Grimes, 2001). 

 

As surface waters converge, planktonic organisms accumulate at the surface; this 

contributes to the higher concentrations of planktonic organisms at frontal boundaries 

like those existing on the Mississippi Shelf.  For some taxa and size classes, feeding in 

these areas is advantageous (Grimes, 2001). Hopkins (1982) investigated taxonomic 

composition of zooplankton available for higher trophic levels and found a higher 

standing stock in waters adjacent to the loop current.  

 

In the northern GoM, wind driven upwelling and epipelagic nutrient enhancement from 

riverine surface flow from the Mississippi, as well as interaction with eddies may also 

contribute to enhanced nutrient availability and primary production (Riley, 1937; 

Lohrenz et al., 1990; Grimes and Finucane, 1991; Lohrenz et al., 1999; Wiseman and 

Sturges, 1999; Biggs and Ressler, 2001). The doming of cyclonic eddies is linked with 

increased primary production, and if these types of systems persist, can fuel increases in 

plankton stocks (Ressler and Jochens, 2003) which may increase feeding opportunities, 

making them preferable habitats for sperm whales. Biggs et al. (2005) found that at 

times with current flow onto the shelf, on-margin, into the Mississippi canyon, sperm 

whales were rarely seen. Conversely, times of along-margin and off margin flow periods 

were correlated with high sperm whale presence. Most sperm whales were encountered 
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in areas of negatives sea surface height or higher than average surface chlorophyll 

concentration which is often found along the frontal boundaries discussed. This 

preference is apparent in sperm whale distribution observed by Biggs et al. (2000) and 

Davis et al. (2000) (Wormuth et al., 2000).  

 

These preferences are supported by survey distribution data on sperm whales and other 

marine mammals in the GoM. Davis et al. (2002) found that cetacean concentrations 

along the shelf increased in the presence of cyclonic eddy systems which correlate with 

increases in nutrients and primary productivity. This area along the mouth of the 

Mississippi with increased mixing and enhanced primary and secondary production may 

explain the presence of sperm whales within 100km of the delta.   

 

These trends in sperm whale congregations along the Mississippi shelf are also repeated 

further east around bachelor groups of adolescent sperm whales.  In the summer, 

bachelor male groups increase more in the east than in the west. They are correlated with 

sea surface chlorophyll and appear geographically separated from female/juvenile 

groups by a strong mixing boundary offshore of the Mississippi delta region (O’Hern 

and Biggs, 2009). In this location, distribution is attributed to prey availability which 

may be connected with transport of water from the Mississippi River over the shelf 

where it interacts with cyclonic and anti-cyclonic eddies fostering mixing and upwelling. 

This increased mixing also enhances the flow of nutrient rich water into the region, 

creating possible areas of production over the canyon (Hamilton and Lee, 2005). 
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Sperm Whale Distribution 

Sperm whales are distributed worldwide. They are found from the tropics to the edge of 

the ice at both the North and South Pole (Leatherwood and Reeves, 1983; Rice, 1989; 

Whitehead, 2002). Sperm whales in the GoM are considered to be a resident, genetically 

distinct population, separated, to an extent, from the rest of the globe’s population 

(Mullin et al., 2003; Jaquet, 2006; Jochens et al., 2008). Comparisons of photo 

identification records between 285 GoM whales and 2,500 whales from the Atlantic and 

Mediterranean yielded no overlap in individuals. This pattern was also true for 

comparisons between animals in the Eastern Caribbean Sea and the GoM (Gero et al., 

2007).  Genetic distribution studies analyzing matrilineally inherited DNA confirm the 

separation between GoM populations and other ocean basins’ populations; however, 

comparisons of biparentally inherited DNA did not show a significant difference, 

meaning that while the females remain separated, mature male sperm whales do, indeed, 

move in and out of the GoM (Engelhaupt et al., 2009). 

 

An additional component concerning communication further supports this stock 

separation. Sperm whales use a series of clicks called “codas” to communicate socially. 

These codas can be grouped into social clans and recognized regionally (Watkins and 

Schevill, 1977; Whitehead and Weilgart, 1991; Rendell and Whitehead, 2001; Rendell 

and Whitehead, 2003).  Recordings of these coda patterns were compared between GoM 

sperm whales and those from other regions of the Atlantic and were found to be 

different. This suggests that there is little cultural exchange between social groups in the 
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Atlantic and GoM (Gordon et al., 2008; Antunes, 2009). On average, females in the 

GoM are 1.5 – 2 meters smaller than whales measured in other parts of the world. In 

addition, group sizes for females and juveniles are also smaller, more similar to groups 

in the Caribbean, but between one third and one quarter the size of groups found in the 

Pacific (Richter et al,. 2008; Jaquet and Gendron, 2009). 

 

Population estimates for sperm whales in the GoM are based mainly on shipboard 

marine mammal surveys of the northern GoM. This area is approximately 40% of the 

total GoM, and while surveys of the southern Bay of Campeche are not regularly 

undertaken, stranding and sighting reports confirm the presence of whales in this area. 

These data are supported by tagging data from the 2004/2005 field season of the Sperm 

Whale Seismic Study (SWSS) and by logbook records from whalers in the GoM over 

100 years ago. Maps of the sightings and tags overlap nicely showing continuity of 

habitat use over large time scales (Jochens et al., 2008).  

 

Longevity and Life History 

In order to better understand distribution and large scale social organization, this next 

section will briefly discuss sperm whale life history. Female sperm whales have a 15 

month gestation period before giving birth. Newborn sperm whales are about 4m long 

and weigh approximately one ton (Best et al., 1984, Whitehead, 2003). They generally 

suckle for the first two years, but with great variability in length of time, and are weaned 

gradually although they are able to eat solid food within the first year (Best et al., 1984). 
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There is evidence to suggest that female groups care for sperm whale calves. Some of 

the evidence for group care is shown in changes in dive synchrony where females in a 

group will stagger their foraging dives which decreases the time a calf is alone at the 

surface (Whitehead, 1996). Sperm whales have very characteristic dives, typically 

preceded by a fluke up, and can last for 30-45 minutes on average, although some dives 

can last much longer. Dives are separated by 7-10 minute rests at the surface where the 

whales will breathe before beginning their next dive. Dive depths range from 300- 800m, 

although some dives are as deep as 2km. Very young sperm whales are limited to 

shallow dives of a few hundred meters before surfacing.  Shallower dives are often made 

when disturbed, but these are not generally long dives and are not usually preceded by a 

fluke up.  

 

Growth for male sperm whales is more rapid than for females and males can be up to 9% 

larger by 10 years of age. Unlike females, males leave the home group between ages 3 

and 15 and are often found in bachelor groups throughout their teens and twenties 

(Whitehead, 2003). As they age, they move away from these social groups, migrating 

further from their home grounds and becoming more solitary. Although males become 

sexually mature in their teens, they do not appear to take part in mating until their late 

twenties.  Females, conversely, generally stay with their home groups and become 

sexually mature at around 9 years of age. They can give birth approximately every 5 

years which decreases over time to intervals of 15 years by the time females reach age 

40 (Best et al., 1984; Rice, 1989; Whitehead, 2003). Females can live into their eighties 
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and possibly older, but much information on longevity is still unknown.  Because of 

their long life span and low reproductive rate, sperm whales are considered a K-selected 

species. This means that the majority of their population control is derived from resource 

competition among their con-specifics. Such species have low rates of population 

increase which is an important factor when a population is recovering from mass 

mortalities like those that result from large scale whaling (Whitehead, 2003). 

 

Sperm Whale Recovery from Whaling 

There are records of whaling in the GoM from the 1700’s to early 1900’s (Townsend, 

1935). A recent article by Reeves et al. (2011) found the last recorded whaling voyage to 

the GoM took place in 1877; however, many other whaling trips were made to the 

Caribbean until 1923 (Townsend, 1935). Based on an assessment of logbook records and 

inferred information from those books, Reeves et al. (2011) estimate the total number of 

whales struck or taken on 204 voyages between the 1780’s and 1870’s to be 1,179, 

which they state as negatively biased based on lack of access to records. In addition, the 

logs showed that these whales were smaller than those caught in other regions, yielding 

fewer barrels of oil, on average, than in other areas. The mention of few “large whales” 

and the reference to “small whales” supports current research that finds that sperm 

whales in the GoM are smaller than in other regions. This presents an interesting insight 

into the distribution of whales removed from the GoM. While the number of whales is 

not startling when compared with the quarter million taken by the American whale 

fishery as a whole, when studied on the finer geographic scale of just the GoM, the 
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number of whales taken becomes more important.  When whaling began in the GoM in 

the 1780’s, whalers were likely exploiting a nearly pristine population (Reeves et al., 

2011). Unless this exploitation caused a huge shift in the composition of the population, 

this population has historically been comprised of females, calves, and juvenile males. 

Thus, the majority of the population targeted, although likely unintentionally, by this 

regional fishery was potentially females of reproductive age within established family 

groups. From what is known of sperm whale culture, subgroups (extended family 

groups) are important to social structure, including the raising of calves. This removal of 

females and long-term disruption of family structure may be a key factor in determining 

the recovery of the stock and its current stability. 

 

By 1974, based on surveys of the GoM between 1950 and 1969, sperm whales were no 

longer considered common and thus no longer subject to commercial fishing (Lowery, 

1974). A number of aerial and ship based surveys during the early 1990’s were the first 

dedicated to marine mammal population estimation in the GoM. Based on four field 

seasons during the summers of 1990-1994, the estimated population for sperm whales 

was 530. Further surveys were conducted from 1996-2001. With the data pooled from 

those 2 surveys, using a newer analysis technique, the abundance estimate increased to 

1,340.  A later re-estimation of the 1991-1994 data using the newer analysis amended 

the original estimation from that time to 805 (Waring et al., 2011). Because 

recommendations from the Guidelines for Assessing Marine Mammal (GAMMS) 

Workshop Report (Wade and Angliss, 1997) suggest the exclusion of estimates older 
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than eight years (older estimates are unreliable in this case), the most recent estimations 

do not include data from 1990-1994. These newest population estimations based on the 

surveys from 2003 and 2004 suggest an average population of 1,665, with a minimum 

population of 1,409 (Waring et al., 2011).   

 

GoM Sperm Whale Distribution  

Several important pieces of information can be attained from analyzing spatial 

distributions of sperm whales over time. Figure 1) shows the distribution of sperm 

whales based off of visual sightings and landed whales in the GoM from whaling vessels 

between the 1780’s-1870’s (Reeves et al., 2011). Data are obviously biased toward 

where whaling vessels frequently visited. Figure 2) is the most recent distribution map 

for sperm whales in the GoM from their 2010 stock assessment. While it is possible to 

visually detect areas with higher density, Figure 3) is a density distribution map 

highlighting areas of aggregations in red. From this figure, it is clear that the 1000m 

isobath off the Mississippi River is a hot spot for sperm whale congregation. The final 

figure shown here, Figure 4), is an overlay of historical whaling points (green crosses) 

with modern sperm whale positions (black dots). There is clear overlap with locations 

from whaling data showing continuity in habitat preference over several centuries. There 

is also a clear overlap with ship points from vessels transiting in and out of the 

Mississippi. These ship points and their importance will be discussed further in later 

chapters.  
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Figure 1: Distribution of sperm whales based off of visual sightings and landed whales in the GoM 
from whaling vessels between the 1780’s-1870’s (Reeves et al., 2011). 
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Figure 2: Distribution of sperm whales in the GoM as published by NOAA 2010 stock reports. 
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Figure 3: Displays sperm whale density data based on NOAA 2010 Stock Report. Areas with higher 
densities are shown in red (areas with densities less than 0.0016 shown in grey) [Map created by 

Brendan Hurley, GIS specialist]. 
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Figure 4: Overlay of current sperm whale locations (black dots) with historic locations from whaling 
logs (green crosses). These points are super-imposed over AIS ship track data from 2011. (AIS data 

provided by Kyle Ward a Physical Scientist at NOAA’s Office of Coast Survey. Map created by 
Brendan Hurley, GIS specialist). 
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Noise Impacts  

There is an ongoing discussion about the effects of anthropogenic noise perturbations on 

marine mammals, particularly on resident sperm whales in the GoM. Because of the 

increasing seismic exploration, increase in low frequency sonar, and vessel traffic, these 

and other anthropogenic contributors of noise to the marine environment are discussed.  

Several studies report reactions to seismic surveys where sperm whales change their 

vocalizations or leave the area (Bowels et al. 1994; Mate et al. 1994) [there are 

conflicting reports on this, with some data showing no significant change (McCall 

Howard 1999; Moscrop and Swift 1999)]. Whitehead (2003) discusses examples where 

sperm whales in small groups will avoid areas of high anthropogenic noise; however, at 

times where significant sources of prey resources were located within the affected area, 

the whales did not leave. This type of behavior may lead to increased exposure from 

anthropogenic noise based on of lack of avoidance. For example, in the Canary Islands, 

two sperm whales struck by ships were found to have significant hearing damage most 

likely caused by repeated exposure to anthropogenic noise (André et al., 1997). Given 

the large number of ships transiting the GoM and the ongoing seismic exploration, it is 

imperative for future management strategies to include accurate assessments of the 

impacts of noise pollution on sperm whales and develop a comprehensive management 

plan to address these impacts.  
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CHAPTER II  

ACOUSTICS AND SPERM WHALE COMMUNICATION  

 

Review of Acoustics as they Apply to Marine Mammals 

Acoustic energy (sound) consists of molecular vibrations that travel at the speed of 

sound. The vibrations in the direction of propagation are longitudinal waves which 

consist of fluid particles vibrating. The positive peaks in energy are places where 

particles come together and the negative peaks are where the particles spread apart. This 

pattern of compression and rarefaction will move as a longitudinal wave away from the 

source as it transfers energy (Au and Hastings, 2008).  Each sound wave can also be 

defined by its individual parameters: amplitude, wavelength, period, speed, and 

frequency. Since sound is a mechanical wave motion, it defines all motion within a 

compressible medium regardless of whether humans can hear it. These divisions in 

audibility have been defined as ultrasonic (too high for humans, >20,000Hz) and 

infrasonic (too low for humans < 20Hz), although the range of hearing for different 

marine mammals varies greatly from humans (Richardson et al., 1995).  

 

There are several ways to measure sound. The most common measure is in pressure or 

micropascals (after Blaise Pascal), generally represented as µPa. One pascal is the 

pressure that results from the force exerted by one newton over an area of one square 

meter. Pascals are the “new” unit replacing the dyne/cm2 called the microbar (1pascal = 
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10-5 microbar). Acoustic intensity is more commonly discussed but less commonly 

measured and is usually an inferred value. Acoustical intensity is measured in watts/m2 

and is defined as the acoustical power per unit area in the direction of propagation. This 

power is derived from the pressure squared and is not directly measured (Richardson et 

al., 1995).  

 

The decibel is a unit that provides a convenient way of comparing acoustic quantities, 

usually intensity or pressure. The decibel (dB) was introduced as a compressed scale 

able to represent the large dynamic range humans (and now, marine mammals) 

experience. In addition, humans do not hear on a linear scale, rather a logarithmic one, 

and one decibel is approximately the smallest change in sound level detectible 

(Chapman and Ellis, 1998). Two important representations of acoustic energy are sound 

intensity level (SIL) and sound pressure level (SPL). The difference in these two values 

originates from the units first used to measure either pressure or intensity. Sound 

intensity level originates from the measurements of the intensity in watts/m2 and is 

converted to dB through the equation: 

Intensity level (db) = 10 log (I/I0),  

where I0 is the reference intensity, for example 1 W/m2. Intensity is proportional to the 

pressure squared, so the equation for the sound pressure level is: 

Sound Pressure Level (dB) = 20 log (P/P0), 

where the reference pressure, P0, is 1 µPa (Au, 1993).   
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This often becomes confusing since SIL and SPL once converted to dB are often 

interchanged. In these cases, it is particularly important to note the reference unit so that 

it is understood from where those measurements come.  

 

Reference units become more significant when referring to individual signals such as 

clicks, pulses, airguns, vessel cavitation and engine noise, etc. These values can all be 

measured in a variety of ways such as peak, peak-to–peak, or RMS and are all dependent 

on the bandwidth, whether it is single, narrow, or broadband, particularly if values are 

being compared across studies.  

 

Acoustic signals are often measured impulsively, which, depending on the method of 

measurement and angle, can produce significant differences (40dB for sperm whales 

(Madsen et al., 2002b)). Peak-to-peak is often used by the industry to report the 

calculated source level of their equipment. Root mean square is often used by biologists 

when they discuss hearing sensitivities, call intensity, or thresholds for hearing shifts. 

This complicates matters because these numbers are not directly comparable and don’t 

provide the same information for comparisons. Gales et al. (2003) explain this confusion 

nicely: “the literature on this is confusing…different authors use different units, different 

measurement types, not stated units or not stated units or measurement types correctly or 

completely or not comparably with others.” This type of inconsistency will be an issue 

for any manager trying to research effects and present a cohesive plan to address the 

issue.  
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A major point of contention between scientists and people in industry is determining 

how loud is too loud? Human introduction of sound to the oceans (e.g. shipping, drilling, 

and seismic exploration) could have large impacts on the ocean environment. It is 

imperative to know how much anthropogenic noise introduction exceeds that with which 

marine animals can contend. It is especially difficult to try to accurately describe the 

perception of loudness of a passing vessel or a sonar ping for a marine mammal, for 

example, particularly since different marine mammals use different methods for signal 

detection. Even with the ability of conversion from water sound levels to air sound 

levels, comparison of these levels are still only relative to human perception and 

cognition. These levels have absolutely no bearing on the perception of the marine 

animal being exposed to that level of sound. Because sound is measured logarithmically 

with decibels, an increase (in air or water) of 3dB is a doubling of the power; an increase 

of 6dB is a doubling of the intensity; and an increase of 10dB is perceived as doubling 

the volume. It is not what humans perceive as a significant change in sound intensity that 

is relevant. What is relevant is to understand how much additional noise is introduced 

through human activity and how that additional noise is affecting the marine 

environment. Whether this pertains to sperm whales is based on how they use sound in 

their environment.  
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Sperm Whale Sound Production and Communication 

In 1957, Worthington and Schevill published the first study of sperm whale 

vocalizations recorded through a hydrophone. They reported that sperm whales make 

clicks. These clicks are sharp, broadband, impulsive sounds ranging from 400Hz to 

25kHz with a central frequency of 15kHz. These clicks can be very powerful with source 

levels up to 223dB re 1µpa @1m (Møhl et al., 2000) and are, arguably, highly 

directional (Møhl et al., 2000; Thode et al., 2002). Source levels of sperm whale clicks 

vary based on the type of click. Usual clicks range from 220-236 dB and can decrease by 

as much as 40dB between on and off axis detections (Møhl et al., 2000; Madsen et al., 

2002b). 

 

Communication 

Sperm whales use a variety of patterns for their clicks. Two major functions are 

communication and echolocation. A breakdown of these click patterns can be found in 

Table 1. The most common type of clicks is the “usual” type of clicks which is defined 

as a long train of equally spaced clicks. These usual clicks are thought to be a type of 

basic ranging sonar or echolocation by some (Backus and Schevill, 1966; Norris and 

Harvey, 1972; Goold and Jones, 1995; Møhl et al., 2000; Jaquet et al., 2001; Madsen et 

al., 2002b) and a type of long range communication by others (Watkins, 1980). 
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 A second type of click pattern is called a “creak” or “buzz.” These patterns have 

considerably shorter intervals between clicks and the clicks themselves may be of 

shorter duration.  Sperm whales are thought to use a combination of usual clicks and 

creaks during foraging dives. These clicks are punctuated by periods of silence during 

the dive as well. Usual clicks are possibly for searching, long range, for potential prey 

items. Creaks are used in the final stages of homing and capture. Determining the rate of 

success is not possible based just on acoustics; however, estimations of foraging 

attempts are possible (Gordon, 1987, Jaquet et al., 2001; Thode et al., 2002). Creaks can 

also provide information about the prey capture process. Based on the assumption that 

inter click interval accounts for the time it takes for the sperm whale to detect the echo of 

the click, decreasing intervals indicate decreasing distance. There is evidence of this in 

other odotocetes, but not for sperm whales specifically. However, if the assumption 

holds true, females generally detect pray within 30m and males between 35 and 40m. 

(Gordon, 1987; Jaquet et al., 2001). 

 

The third and most variable type of click pattern is the “coda” which is made up of a 

pattern of clicks grouped together (Watkins and Schevill, 1977). It is thought that sperm 

whales use codas to communicate socially. Codas can vary by region or clan (group of 

sperm whales) and are often distinct dialects among groups (Weilgart and Whitehead, 

1997; Watkins and Schevill, 1977; Whitehead and Weilgart, 1991; Rendell and 

Whitehead, 2001; Rendell and Whitehead, 2003).  At the surface, sperm whales make 
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codas, “coda- creaks,” rapid clicks, and “chirrups” associated with social activities and 

mating (Weilgart, 1990; Gordon, 1987). 

 

 A final click type identified by Gordon (1987) is a slow click called a “clang.” The 

clang is a slow, loud, resounding click repeated at 5-8 second intervals. These are 

distinguishable from regular clicks by their lower frequency distribution and low 

directionality which may be what allows them to be heard at distances of 20km (Barlow 

and Taylor, 1998). It is believed that males are the major producer of the slow click, and 

on the breeding grounds they may comprise up to 74% of the clicks made by males 

(Whitehead, 1993). It is possible that these clicks have to do with the mating system for 

either attracting females or repelling males (or both) and possibly acting as an “honest 

indicator” for male size and fitness as a mate (Cranford, 1999).  Goold (1999) suggests 

that these may be used as long range echo sounders for large objects like other whales, 

ships, or the bottom. There is still much speculation in this area.  

 

 

 

Table 1: Source level values for different types of sperm whale clicks (Madsen et al., 2002a). 
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Sound Production  

Toothed whales, such as sperm whales, produce a range of clicks, whistles, and other 

tonal sound. In dolphins, these sounds are produced in the nasal complex (Amundin and 

Anderson, 1983; Ridgeway and Carter, 1988; Cranford, 2000). A similar function of the 

large nasal complex in sperm whales has been proposed. In 1957, Worthington and 

Schevill published the first record of sperm whales producing clicks. Later, in 1966, a 

more in depth investigation showed that these clicks were broad band and multi-pulsed, 

ranging in frequency from 0.2-32kHz. It was suggested at that time that clicks might be 

used for echolocation and possibly as individual identifiers (Backus and Schevill, 1966).    

 

The spermaceti organ is found within the sperm whale head which can comprise up to 

40% of the entire length of the whale.  It is surrounded by a thick wall of muscle and 

filled with a semi-liquid, waxy oil. The muscle/tendon layer covers the entire dorso-

lateral part of the spermaceti organ and inserts into the connective tissue around and in 

front of the monkey lips, also referred to as the phonic lips, museau de singe (Madsen et 

al., 2002a). The purpose of the spermaceti has been debated; however, in 1972, Norris 

and Harvey proposed its crucial role as an acoustic resonance chamber involved in the 

production and projection of sperm whale clicks.  Figure (5) below is a diagram showing 

the anatomy of a sperm whale head where Mo shows the position of the monkey lips and 

So represents the spermaceti.  
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Figure 5: Diagram and explanation of sound production in a sperm whale: Schematic view of the 
head of a 10 m long sperm whale (Physeter macrocephalus) showing placement of the tag. B, brain; 
Bl, blow hole; Di, distal air sac; Fr, frontal air sac; Ju, junk; L, left naris; Ma, mandible; Mo, 
monkey lips/museau de singe; MT, muscle/tendon layer; Ro, rostrum; Rn, right naris; So, 
spermaceti organ; T, tag.  (Madsen et al 2002b).  

 

 

 

Norris and Harvey proposed that sperm whale clicks are produced at the phonic lips 

(museau de singe or monkey lips). The phonic lips are a valvular structure located at the 

front of the head beneath the blowhole. It is proposed that the initial pulse is produced by 

forced air from the right naris through the monkey lips. The dominant first pulse is then 

projected into the water while remaining pulses are actually reflections of the first pulse 

as it is reflected between two air sacs on either end of the spermaceti. Mohl, in 2001, 

modified this theory, presenting a ‘bent horn’ theory whereby only a small portion of the 

initial click is released into the water creating a low intensity omni-directional click (P0 

Pulse). The majority of the energy is propagated back through the spermaceti organ to 

the frontal air sac at the front of the skull before being reflected downward and forward 
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into the junk, which acts as a focusing lens, and at which point it propagates forward into 

the sea water in front of the whale (P1 Pulse). The multi-pulse structure is generated by 

the interception of a portion of the energy by the distal air sac which is reflected through 

the spermaceti to the frontal sac which then follows the original path and is emitted as 

the P2 and P3 etc. pulse (Cranford, 1999; Møhl, 2001; Zimmer et al., 2005). The origin 

of the click at the phonic lips was verified by Madsen et al. (2003) through studies of a 

sperm whale neonate in rehabilitation (Møhl et al., 2003). Although the P0 pulse is 

considered lower energy, it is still detectable over long distances and strong enough to 

produce echoes from the sea floor and surface. It is generally associated with a lower 

frequency energy bands. 

 

There is much discussion over the energy distribution in sperm whale clicks. Lopatka et 

al. (2006) state the range from below 100Hz to above 20kHz with major energy 

emphasis between 2-8 kHz and 15 kHz (Goold and Jones, 1995; Zimmer et al., 2005). 

The individual frequencies range from 400 Hz and 2 kHz for males and 1.2 kHz and 3 

kHz for females (Goold and Jones, 1995), as well as 1.8 kHz and 2.8 kHz as identified 

for slow click energy concentrations by Weilgart and Whitehead (1988). 

 

The central frequency for usual clicks varies from 2 kHz (Goold and Jones, 1995) to 5-

7kHz (Levenson, 1974; Mohl and Amundin, 1991) and 2-32kHz (Backus and Schevill, 

1966; Watkins, 1980). The variation could be due to difference in recording equipment 

and sensitivity as well as the ability of sperm whales to vary their energy and frequency 
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range (Madsen et al., 2002b). These ranges are also in agreement with audiograms from 

neonate sperm whales which measured the optimal hearing range from 5-20 kHz 

(Ridgeway and Carter, 2001). Interestingly, these same neonates exhibited a much lower 

frequency range for click production. Central frequencies were measured between 

300Hz -1.7kHz (Madsen et al., 2003) and 500Hz - 3kHz (Ridgeway and Carder 2001) 

with both reporting the clicks at a low frequency and low directionality with source 

levels between 140-162 dB re 1 μPa-m. These clicks are likely unsuited for 

echolocation; however, they may provide a homing signal for diving conspecifics up to 

2km away (Madsen et al., 2003). 

 

As discussed above, while most clicks and click patterns are involved in daily activity, 

the “clang” as identified by Gordon (1987) may serve a different purpose. To review: the 

clang is a slow, loud, resounding click repeated at 5-8 second intervals which are 

distinguishable from regular clicks by their lower frequency distribution and low 

directionality (Weilgart and Whitehead, 1988). Cranford (1999) suggested that the size 

of the sperm whale head could only be linked with combined selective pressures for 

resource acquisition and sexual selection.  These loud, low frequency signals with 

reverberant characteristics are associated with the dimensions of the spermaceti which 

demonstrate potential heritable characteristics. That is to say, these signals can indicate 

the size of a whale. Larger size would suggest a more fit individual, better able to 

survive; and because these signals are size dependent, it is not a characteristic that can be 
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misrepresented.  The question then becomes: is sound production an indication of sexual 

fitness, an ‘honest indicator,’ for female sperm whales to judge their potential mates? 

 

The size of a whale can be determined by its click parameters and that inter-click-

interval has a direct relation to size (Gordon, 1991; Rhinelander and Daweson, 2004; 

Jaquet, 2006; Mathais et al., 2009). While these studies all admit to error and difficulty 

with calculation, presumably, if mathematical relationships between inter-click-intervals 

can be derived, it is not unreasonable that individual whales can use the difference in 

arrival times of conspecific’s clicks to gauge the size of the competition. Estimates of the 

range of audibility for a clang are 20-60km which assumes a fairly quiet ocean (Barlow 

and Taylor, 1998; Madsen et al., 2002a). If the sound generation potential increases as 

the size of the animal increases, the advertisement potential for a large male also 

increases. Because slow clicks, or clangs, are very low frequency, 1.8-2.8kHz (when 

compared with regular clicks), their potential range also increases since low frequencies 

travel further (Weilgart and Whitehead, 1988). These may serve as an early 

announcement to an area and also as a warning to others that they are about to have 

company. On a smaller scale, while these clangs can be heard from very far away, it may 

be that the intensity of the clicks at closer range would serve as the indicator since the 

female would have more than one male to compare (although this may not matter if there 

is some innate characteristic in the click she is tuned towards which could be determined 

over greater distances).  
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All of that aside, the potential for social-sexual signaling on low frequency 

communication calls means that sperm whales, like many other whales, are susceptible 

to the loss of communication from low frequency masking. In a “quiet ocean,” Madsen 

et al. (2002a) suggest that sperm whales may be able to hear regular clicks to a distance 

of 16km, creaks to 6km, and clangs out to as much as 60km. These calculations are 

based on published levels from Urick (1983), with a sea state of 1. Take for example, the 

slow click: while range cannot be recalculated here, the noise level used is of 43dB re 1 

µpa2/Hz; however, those are ideal conditions which assume no input from shipping 

either long distance or near field (very close by). The assumption is that the receiver is 

also experiencing those same conditions, which is not necessarily true if the distance is 

estimated in 10s of km. It is more plausible that signals in the 2kHz range will have 

heavy competition from near field weather and, more importantly, anthropogenic inputs 

such as shipping. Depending on the actual range, signals from these slow clicks may 

become distorted or lost.  

 

Distant signals are not the only likely obscured signal due to human induced noise. 

Sperm whales use sound to forage as well. As mentioned, the homing range for a creak 

for females is generally within 30m and males between 35 and 40m. (Gordon,1987; 

Jaquet et al., 2001). These calculations all assume a “quiet” ocean. The issue on a small 

scale may not be whether sperm whales can hear other sperm whales, but whether they 

can hear themselves. André (2009) found that the detection range for a modeled squid 

25cm long, in a seas state of 1 (“quiet” seas), is 1.7 km. Changing natural environmental 
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conditions such as wind or waves would increase the sea state and, as a result, decrease 

the detection range. Noise from passing ships potentially surpasses noise levels from 

natural environmental factors and may eliminate detection probability altogether, 

impacting an individual’s ability to hear its own signals, which may negate its ability to 

successfully locate and capture prey. 

 

It is not only individuals who would be negatively affected by loss of communication 

space.  Small scale cohesion of family groups where young calves are left at the surface 

for short periods of time require constant contact so that mothers can find their young 

(Whitehead, 1996).  Ridgeway and Carder (2001) and Madsen et al. (2003) both 

identified neonates with limited frequency range clicks and amplitudes indicating that, at 

the most, these young whales can communicate at low frequencies over distances of 2km 

under ideal conditions.  Once again, this becomes a case of near field obstruction of 

intimate contact between family members. A diving sperm whale may be 1km below the 

surface. A passing ship may be within a hundred meters of a calf at the surface. That 

ensonified area has the potential to obscure communication among family members, 

which breaks down cohesion and communication over time.  
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CHAPTER III 

COMPARISON OF SHIP NOISE AND AMBIENT NOISE  

 

The GoM is a busy place: It is home to two of the world’s ten busiest ports by cargo 

volume, the Port of New Orleans and the Port of Houston; and in 2008, these ports 

hosted a combined 14,000 ships, a number which is likely only to have increased in the 

past 3 years.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Location of EARS buoy relative to shipping lanes in the GoM. 
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Figure 6) shows the locations of major shipping lanes in the GoM. The areas in red show 

areas of highest ship traffic density. These lanes in red clearly connect the Florida Straits 

with the Port of Houston and Port of New Orleans. Other smaller coastal shipping routes 

are also apparent in yellow particularly along the Louisiana – Mississippi Shelf.  The 

location of the Navy environmental acoustic recording system (EARS) buoy used to 

collect the data for this analysis is marked on the figure. Its location is important because 

it falls within the convergence of multiple shipping lanes which may impact the number 

and frequency of vessels recorded in the area.   

 

One of the first questions addressed by the data analysis was whether ships could even 

be detected on recordings from 1000m depth. In order to test whether they were 

detectible, each hour of data from 2001 was processed using MATLAB to create a 

frequency-intensity profile and a color plot showing the change of intensity with 

frequency over time for 3600 seconds (60 minutes). Plots with potential detectible ships 

were noted and times when ships were thought to be present were verified aurally 

through listening to the sound files associated with each of the time periods. A separate 

database was kept noting the hour, presence or absence of ships, the number of ships, 

and the sound file in which the ship was first aurally detectable. An initial pilot study 

was completed for the first two days of acoustic data to test whether an hour sample size 

was sufficient to resolved differences in ship presence and absence through analysis of 

average noise levels per hour in dB.  
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Part I: Pilot Acoustic Analysis 

 

Introduction 

The data for 2001 season consist of 36 days of continuous acoustic recordings beginning 

on July 17th. The acoustic package recorded at 11.725 kHz and produced reliable 

recordings up to 5 kHz. In order to analyze daily fluctuations in ambient noise, the 

average sound level of the first ten minutes of each hour was calculated for each hour 

during the 36 day sample period.  

 

The assumption of random sampling was made based on “blind” sampling of the first ten 

minutes. The data were used regardless of presence or absence of a vessel. Because ten 

minutes may not be representative of the activity that occurs during the full hour, each 

hour was also averaged and compared with the ten-minute sample. Historical weather 

data were used to determine when tropical storms or hurricanes passed through the area. 

According to NOAA records of hurricanes for the summer of 2001, there were no 

anomalous events during the two days analyzed for this pilot study. Because noise level 

varied by frequency, standard 1/3 octave central frequencies were chosen to represent 

frequency bands within the useable range. Central bands concurrent with known sperm 

whale frequency peaks were specifically chosen to represent changes that might have an 

effect on the population. These frequencies, as identified by the literature, are 400 Hz 

and 2 kHz for males and 1.2 kHz and 3 kHz for females (Goold and Jones, 1995), as 
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well as 1.8 kHz and 2.8 kHz as identified for slow click energy concentrations by 

Weilgart and Whitehead (1988). 

 

The goal of this pilot analysis is to determine if samples with ships are significantly 

louder than times without ships. To do this, three hypotheses were tested: 

1. There will be no significant difference in loudness between the ten minute 

sample and the hour sample for times when there is a ship in the first 10 minutes, 

but not in the remainder of the hour.  

2. There will be no significant difference in loudness between the ten minute 

sample and the hour sample for times when there was no ship present in either 

the 10 minute or hour file.  

3. There is no significant difference in loudness between ten minute samples 

without ships that are part of hour samples with ships. 

 

Methodology 

Samples are from day 199 and 200. Not knowing what would be detectible in the files, 

the analysis was started from the beginning of the useable data. For each hour, two 

samples were taken. The first is an average of the first ten minutes of each hour. The 

second is an average over the entire hour. This was performed in part to test sampling 
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methodology but also to test the question of whether a ten minute sample could be 

considered representative of the average noise over the entire hour.  

 

The hydrophones on the buoys recorded continuously for 36 days at a sampling rate of 

11.725 kHz. Based on the theory of the Nyquist frequency, the data should be usable up 

to approximately 5 kHz. In light of this, several specific frequencies were sampled to 

demonstrate the change in sound level with increase in frequency. Frequencies were 

chosen based on the published central frequencies of recognized 1/3 Octave bands 

(Pierce, 1983). That these same frequencies will be used throughout the analysis is 

particularly important if sound exposure levels over a frequency range are to be 

calculated. Using recognized frequencies allows the results to be compared with similar 

analysis conducted in other locations. In addition, frequencies closest to those used by 

sperm whales were selected. Sperm whale clicks contain concentrations of energy at 

certain frequencies. Some of these frequencies include: 400Hz, 1.2 kHz, 1.8 kHz, 2 kHz, 

and 3 kHz. The frequencies used in this analysis are:  25Hz, 50Hz, 125Hz, 160Hz, 

250Hz, 315Hz, 400Hz, 800Hz, 1250Hz, 1600Hz, 2000Hz, 3000Hz and 4000Hz. 

 

Data analysis began on day 199 at 02:00. For each hour, a ten minute and an hour 

average were calculated. In addition, a spectrogram was created for visual detection of 

potential ships, air guns, and sperm whales. For each hour, data were visually and 

aurally verified for the presence of ships. For each hour, it was noted whether there was 

a ship in the first ten minutes and whether a ship was detected for the rest of the hour 
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excluding the first ten minutes. In addition, notes were made regarding presence/absence 

of sperm whales (indicated by their clicks) and air guns. Details regarding the size of the 

sperm whale group and potential range, close or far, were estimated as well as possible 

group size, single (for single animal), few (2-3 distinct animals), medium (estimated 4-6) 

or large (too many to count). Airguns were described as being distant, as sounding like 

rolling thunder, as close shots, and whether there was an echo. These data were used in 

later analysis for selecting time periods appropriate for the analysis.  

 

Several statistical tests were performed to compare different groups of data within the 

sample. The first test was for normality to establish whether groups of data are normally 

distributed. Then, data from the ten minute sample were compared to the hour sample 

for each frequency to determine whether there was a difference between the averages of 

the two sampling methods. Because the data could be broken into three separate groups 

depending on whether ships were present and when, three additional comparisons were 

performed. The three groups were defined as: 1) those where ships were present in the 

ten minute file and by extension present in the hour file; 2) those where no ship was 

present in the ten minute file but were present in the remainder of the hour; and 3) and 

those where no ship was present in either the ten minute file or the rest of the hour 

(Table 2). Lastly, the data were broken into groups defined by the sample period, either 

ten minutes or hour. Then, files with ships were compared to files without to see if there 

was a difference in sounds intensity. 
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Table 2: Comparison of presence/absence of ships by ten minute and hour files. 

Comparisons 10 Minute File Hour File 

1st comparison: Ships 

Present  

Yes yes 

2nd Comparison: Ship 

Present 

No Yes 

3rd Comparison: Ships 

Present 

No No 

 

 

 

 

Results 

While data were continuous and randomly sampled, of the thirteen frequencies sampled, 

most were normally distributed; independent-sample T-tests were performed to test for 

significant difference among groups. For the comparison of all ten minute files with all 

hour files, there was no significant difference in sound intensity. Likewise, comparisons 

of ten minute files and hour files that both contained ships or that both did not contain 

ships in either were also not significantly different across all frequencies. The 

comparisons between ten minute files without ships and hour files with ships were 

significantly different depending on the frequency tested. For the frequencies 25Hz, 

50Hz, 125Hz and 160: there was no significant difference (P>.05). For the frequencies 
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250Hz and 315 Hz: the difference is significant at the 90% confidence (P<0.1). Lastly, 

for 400Hz and above: the difference is significant at the 95% confidence level (P<.05). 

This is interesting because male sperm whales use 400Hz and above for their low 

frequency regular clicks meaning that ships create a significantly louder environment at 

the same bandwidth in which sperm whales communicate. 

 

Further analyses were completed comparing times with ships to times without ships 

based on the time period. The sample was broken into groups with and without ships in 

the files. Thus, ten minute files with ships were compared with ten minute files without 

ships and the same for the hour long files (Table 3).   In both cases, there were 

significant differences at the 95% confidence interval indicating that times when ships 

pass are significantly louder than times without ships.  

 

 

 

Table 3: Explanation of secondary comparison of files with and without ships based on time period. 

Comparisons Files with Ships Files without Ships 

1st Comparison 10 minute file 10 minute file 

2nd Comparison hour file hour File 
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Discussion 

In light of the significant differences between ten minute files and hour files, the 

remainder of the analysis will be performed on hour long files. No sub-sampling will be 

done unless it is specifically to subsample events like ship passages which are discussed 

later in the chapter.  

 

Part II: Full Acoustic Analysis 

Based on the pilot analysis of days 199 and 200, the remaining 34 days were analyzed 

hour by hour for presence or absence of ships. Once each hour had been characterized, 

statistical tests were run to determine whether, over the 36 days of data, including the 

days already analyzed, the statistical differences found in the pilot study could be 

verified. To do this, the data were broken into three, 10-day sections so that results could 

be verified through duplication. Because the first and last days of data collection were 

incomplete, they were not included in the analysis, thus a total of 30 days of data were 

analyzed. Breaking the days from 200 to 230 into 10 day sections was the simplest way 

to divide the data into even groups for analysis.  As seen in the pilot study, the 

assumptions for equal variance and normal distribution were not always met. Thus, non-

parametric comparison of means was performed to compare the data sets. The data were 

broken down as follows (Table 4): 
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Table 4: Breakdown of 10-day analysis sections by presence absence of ships per hour per section. 

Days 

Analyzed 

Total Hours Presence/Absence  Hours Percent  

199-200 285 No 125 44% 

  Yes 160 56% 

211-220 239 No 134 56% 

  Yes 105 44% 

221-230 240 No 135 56% 

  Yes 105 44% 

Combined 

days 

764 No 394 52% 

  Yes 370 48% 

 

 

 

 

Based on the breakdown between days (Table 4), there is some variability in ship 

passages; however, overall for the time period, there are roughly the same number of 

hours with ship passages as without.  
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As discussed in the pilot analysis, a 1-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for normality 

was performed for each of the 10 day subsets (Table 5).  

 

 

 

Table 5: Complete statistical analysis results for the comparison by 10-day section across all 13 
frequencies. 
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Although the data for some frequencies showed both normal distribution and equality of 

variance, not all frequencies for all hours, nor the same frequencies across all hours, 

were consistent in their distributions. Thus, a non-parametric, independent sample, 

Mann-Whitney U Test was performed to test for significant difference of means between 

hours with ships and hours without ships.   

 

With the exception of the 3000Hz sample from days 211-220, all other times and 

frequencies are significantly different between hours with ships and hours without ships 

at the 95% (P=0.05)confidence level; and all comparisons with the exception of 4 

frequencies (1600Hz, 2000Hz, 3000Hz and 4000Hz) on days 211-220 were significantly 

different at the 99% confidence interval (P= 0.01). To further confirm the results of the 

pilot test using a parametric Students T-Test, the data were also compared parametrically 

and the same results of significant difference at the 95% confidence level and 99% 

confidence level were consistent across the board including the variations for the 

frequencies and time period discussed above.  Based on this analysis, hours with ship 

passages are statistically significantly louder than hours without ships. 

 

Ambient Noise Variability Analysis 

One of the issues when dealing with environmental conditions is to understand the 

variability inherent in the system.  Many sound-scapes for an area are represented as an 

average over long periods of time such as weeks or months. While this is helpful for 

understanding long term trends or seasonal changes, it does not help to understand small 
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scale variability that would affect marine animals on a daily or hourly basis. The 

statistics showed that hourly noise variability based on the presence or absence ships is 

an actual phenomenon. Therefore, it is important to take a closer look at overall 

variability within the system to see if shipping could be a major contributor of noise.  

 

The first step was to plot all hours across all 13 frequencies to look for patterns of 

variation. There are several different noise distribution patterns apparent in Figure 7: 

Hourly noise variability per hour by frequency. The first is the separation of colors from the top 

of the graph to the bottom. These show noise intensity by frequency. Lower frequencies 

are noisier than higher frequencies because the energy in the noise attenuates more 

slowly at lower frequencies allowing it to be detected at higher intensities further away, 

such as at the bottom of the ocean. Frequencies above 1000Hz attenuate more quickly 

through absorption so they do not travel as far and are not as loud farther away from the 

source. It is also clear that the noise in each frequency band appears to vary together; in 

other words, when the environment is louder, it is louder in all frequencies at the same 

time. This is a reliable indicator that the recording equipment and analysis are accurately 

representative across all frequencies. It is not surprising to see that noise levels vary 

consistently across all frequencies and is what would be expected when a broad band 

noise source, like near-field shipping, is introduced. Another obvious characteristic of 

the plot is that the bell curve increases and decreases in the middle of the plot in the 

higher frequencies with a concurrent decrease in lower frequencies.  
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During the 2001 recording period, Tropical Storm Barry passed through the eastern 

GoM. Tropical storms have sustained winds which propagate from the center of storm 

outwards. Although Barry did not pass over the buoy location, increase wind and waves 

likely contributed greatly to the environmental noise conditions in the GoM and are 

likely the cause of the uniform sustained pattern of increasing and decreasing noise.  

Likewise, much of the low frequencies noise propagating to depths of 1000m is from 

vessel traffic passing near the buoy. The safety issue associated with the presence of 

Barry likely resulted in fewer vessels and may be a contributing factor to the reduction in 

lower frequency noise during that time.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Hourly noise variability per hour by frequency. 
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Figure 8: Paths of hurricanes through the Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico in 2001. 

 

 

 

Inter-Hour Noise Variability 

For the second part of the analysis, the first eleven day period was used to see whether 

hour to hour environmental (e.g. wind, waves or distant shipping) variability might be an 

important factor in overall variability. The first eleven days were used because no major 

storm systems passed through the GoM during that time [Figure 8)]. Based on the graph, 

there is obvious variability from hour to hour. The range in hourly noise average for the 

1250Hz frequencies varies from approximately 50 dB to 81 dB re 1 µpa/ √Hz. As was 

discussed in previous sections, a decibel (dB) is a logarithmic measurement of intensity 
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or level (of sound in this case). An increase of 10dB is equivalent to a doubling of the 

perceived volume. Figure 9) shows that throughout the eleven day period, there is a 

range over which sound volume changes that, at times, is double to three times over the 

quietest times. This demonstrates a large range of variability in the environment on a 

small scale.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 9: Hourly variability for the 11 day period from day 199-210 at the frequency of 1250Hz. 
Each pink dot represents the noise level at an individual hour. 

 

 
 
 
The third part of the analysis was whether environmental variability such as noise from 

changes in wind, waves, or cavitations was responsible for the hourly variations. To do 
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this, anemometer data were taken from a NOAA surface buoy in close proximity to the 

site of the EARS buoy. By using the daily wind averages for the same time period, and 

extrapolating noise input from the Wenz scale, a comparison was made between noise 

from environmental factors and average measured noise from the buoy. Similar analysis 

was performed previously to determine whether wind effects from hurricanes were 

measureable from the same buoy. There was a significant increase in noise during 

hurricanes, validating that these types of measurements are possible from deep moored 

buoys (Newcomb et al., 2007).  

 

To compare the measured noise with the estimated environmental noise, each subset of 

data was converted from dB into µPa so that the subtraction of pressure could be 

executed on a linear scale. The final difference was then converted back into dB and 

plotted against the average measured noise.  
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Figure 10: Residual noise after environmental noise input has been accounted for compared with 
total noise. The areas on the plot where the blue line differs from the red are times when noise levels 

are accounted for by environmental noise. 

 

 

 

The graph above, Figure 10), shows the overlapping lines for the average measured 

noise and the “left over” noise after the environmental noise measured from the buoys 

has been subtracted. Where the red line drops away from the blue line are times when 

changes in environmental conditions explain variations in the noise level. When the red 

line completely falls off the graph are times when all of the noise in the system is 

accounted for by environmental input (e.g., wind, waves, or distant shipping). While 

there are many deviations from the line representing total noise, those times where the 

lines overlap indicate hours where some other noise source is primarily responsible for 

the measured noise, and therefore, a major contributor to the variability in the system.  
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Another way to look at residual noise in the system once environmental noise has been 

accounted for is a subtraction in dB. While residual intensities in dB are not necessarily 

representative of the power in the system (because a linear subtraction in dB will not 

accurately represent the difference); it does offer a helpful visual representation. The 

graph in Figure 11), below, the closer the blue line is to zero, the greater the amount of 

noise that can be attributable to environmental factors (e.g., wind, waves, or distant 

shipping). There are clearly some hours in which environmental factors overwhelm any 

other anthropogenic or biologic (e.g., sperm whales can be quite loud) input into the 

system. However, there are also many times when the noise in the system is not 

explained by changes in environmental conditions. It is possible that such extreme 

changes may have more to do with the input of anthropogenic noise from passing vessels 

and that these represent the 48% of the time when statistical differences exist between 

background noise levels and ship noise (see  above: 48% of the files analyzed had ships 

present).  
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Figure 11: Results when residual noise is subtracted from total noise. Times with near zero noise are 
times when environmental factors account for the noise recorded by the buoys. 

 

 

 

Ship Metrics Analysis 

Once the potential for shipping noise to influence noise levels in the marine environment 

was established, actual ship passages needed to be analyzed. To do this, each hour of 

each day was processed into a sound file and a color plot. Hours with ships were 

reviewed aurally and visually for times when ships were visible, audible, and identifiable 

as a single ship passage. Hours with multiple ships were analyzed, but each ship needed 

to have individually identifiable peaks. In Figure 12), two ships can be seen during the 

hour sample. Time is on the vertical axis, in seconds, and frequency is on the horizontal 

axis. The colors correspond with the amount of noise: warmer colors show time and 

frequencies with higher noise content; cooler colors show times and frequencies with 
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less noise. The colorbar on the right shows the intensity in dB associated with each 

color.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 12: Spectrogram colorplot showing ships passing over buoy. 

 

 

 

 

 

Frequency (Hz) 

Time 
(seconds) 
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Once ships were identified, the hour was sub-sampled to isolate just the ship passage and 

the intensity for three different frequencies. The frequencies were chosen based on those 

identified by the literature as frequencies with energy peaks. They are 400 Hz, 1250 Hz, 

and 2000Hz (Goold and Jones, 1995; Weilgart and Whitehead, 1988). These frequencies 

also overlap with published frequencies for juvenile sperm whale communication 

(Madsen et al., 2003). For each ship passage, four major parameters were measured 

[Figure 13)]: 1) Total time for ship passage; 2) Average baseline intensity; 3) Maximum 

received level intensity; and 4) Duration of maximum received level. These metrics are 

important for understanding what a whale, or other marine organism experiences when a 

ship passes through its habitat. Identifying whether ships pass quickly or slowly, whether 

they can be heard at great distances, and the duration of the passage can explain where 

animals would be exposed to their maximum source levels.  In order to measure these 

parameters, each ship passage was graphed in excel.   
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Figure 13: Plots of ship passages where intensity is a function of time as the ship passes over the 
buoy. The top passage is for a single ship; the bottom passage is for two ships. 

 

 

 

The red lines in the figure indicate where measurements were taken. The average 

baseline was taken at the midpoint of the lowest portion of the graph. This would 

indicate the average noise level either before or after the ship passed. Often, the levels 

were not the same, and so the lower of the two averages was used to represent a baseline 

value. These averages were compared with the averages from the hours without ships 
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used in the statistical analysis [the first part of the full analysis] and were found to be 

very similar (+/- 3dB).  The duration of the ship passage was measured from the first 

deviation from the baseline with a positive slope (where the entire graph showed an 

apparent positive shift) to the end of the negative slope (where the graph resumed a 

continuous horizontal pattern).The maximum received (MRL) was chosen based on the 

highest intensity level that was repeated throughout the peak, or, the mode of the MRL. 

The duration of the MRL was calculated from the time when the mode intensity of the 

MRL began to when the intensity dropped below that level. These measurements were 

not used for any statistical calculations but instead, were designed to clarify the type of 

noise level that is created when a vessel passes. This type of information is useful for 

understanding short term noise variations and their presence relative to short term sperm 

whale behavior such as diving, feeding, socializing, or resting.  

 

The first verification before moving forward was to plot the baseline intensities against 

the MRL to see whether there was any significant separation as suggested by the 

statistics.  The three different frequencies (400Hz, 1250Hz, and 2000Hz) were plotted on 

the same graph. The lower grouping of points on Figure 14) is from the baseline 

measurements; the upper is from the MRL measurements.  
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Figure 14: Comparison between MRL and baseline level measurements of noise. Each symbol 
represents a different frequency and each marker on the chart represents a different ship passage. 

 

 

 

From the Figure 14), the separation between baseline and MRL is clear. Although there 

is some overlap with the 400Hz from the baseline and the 2000Hz from the MRL, these 

measurements are not directly comparable since they are from different frequencies and 

the statistical comparisons were between the same frequencies.  

 

The variation in each frequency is explained by each point emanating from a different 

ship passage. Radiated noise will depend on environmental conditions, source level of 

the vessel, direction of travel, and distance of the ship from the buoy which will all 
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produce changes in the perceived noise level. In addition, to be representative, a range of 

ships was chosen for analysis, some with higher MRL than others, which explains the 

variability in the intensity levels. 

 

Ship Passage and Noise Emissions 

The next two analyses were for total ship passage time and for the MRL duration. For 

the first, 56 ship passages were analyzed across the same three frequencies. Of these, 

there were 8 time periods where more than one ship passed (either 2 or 3 ships). These 

combined ship passage times were included in the analysis since there was no break 

where the intensity level returned to the baseline between/among each ship. Figure 15), 

below, shows the passage distribution by frequency.  
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Figure 15: Distribution of ship passage length for each of the ship passage at each of the three 
frequencies. 

 

 

 

From Figure 15), it is clear that most of the ship durations per ship passage overlap 

despite frequency. The differences are due to variation in sound transmission at different 

frequencies. Figure (15) shows that there is great variability in the time it takes for a 

single ship or group of ships to pass by. Only 8 of the passages were from combined 

ships, and there were individual ship times that were longer than combined times. The 

majority of the ship times fall between 20 and 50 minutes. A typical sperm whale dive is 

approximately 45 minutes, with 8-10 minutes spent resting on the surface. The observed 

range of ship times lasts from half to more than an entire dive cycle.  These results 
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suggest that ship passages may have a major effect on sperm whales during their deep 

foraging dives. This impact depends on several factors including the loudness of the ship 

during the dive time. If ships take a long time to approach and only a short time to pass 

directly over, the impact may be minimal because the intensity levels during the passage 

are low. The following figure, Figure 16), shows the percent of the ship passage during 

which the MRL was received by the buoy. For this analysis, only the 57 individual ship 

passages were used.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 16: Distribution of the percent of time per ship passage of MRL per frequency. 
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Once again, the three colored symbols represent the three frequencies analyzed. The 

distribution of the graph shows that there is a wide range of MRL percentage per ship 

passage, from below 10% to more than 60%.  Depending on the intensity of that MRL, 

the long duration of high intensity noise input may affect sperm whales during their 

dives. The second analysis is to determine how much louder those MRL intensities are 

than the baseline. As in the analysis for environmental noise contributions, it is possible 

to do a straight linear subtraction of the baseline level from the MRL level to calculate 

the increase in dB during vessel passages. If the analysis is performed this way, the 

results for each of the three frequencies are shown in the corresponding figures, Figure 

17), Figure 18), and Figure 19).  

  

 

 

 

Figure 17: Difference between the MRL and baseline noise levels for each ship passage at 400Hz. 
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Figure 18: Difference between the MRL and baseline noise levels for each ship passage at 1.2kHz. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 19: Difference between the MRL and baseline noise levels for each ship passage at 2.0hKz. 
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As with the shift in average hourly noise, there is variability in the noise intensity from 

the vessels as well as differences in background, environmental noise which is shown in 

the wide range of increase in intensity as ships pass over the buoys. While the dB range 

over which the noise intensity changes is similar among all three frequencies, the higher 

frequencies show a slightly larger shift which is expected because there is more noise 

present in the lower frequency bands to begin with (due to distant shipping and seismic 

activity). While this type of linear comparison is useful for a general understanding of 

variability, it is not entirely accurate.  

 

In order to understand the magnitude of the increase in noise, a review the mathematical 

relationship for adding dB is helpful. For example, if the background noise is equal to 

20dB and a ship passing over the top is also equal to 20dB, the total noise level, when 

added together, is 23dB. Thus, an increase of 3dB represents a doubling of the intensity. 

When two intensity levels are very different from each other, for example 55db and 105 

dB, the difference, if the background is subtracted from the noise, the difference is very 

small because the background becomes insignificant in comparison to the noise. This 

becomes apparent when the comparison of background and noise levels is performed 

properly by converting out of dB and into pressure (which is linear), doing the 

subtraction, and then converting back to dB. The results of this calculation are shown in 

the following three figures, Figure 20), Figure 21), and Figure 22)  
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Figure 20: Comparison of background and MRL using appropriate subtraction methods shows 
complete overlap at 400Hz. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 21: Comparison of background and MRL using appropriate subtraction methods shows 
complete overlap at 1.2kHz. 
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Figure 22: Comparison of background and MRL using appropriate subtraction methods shows 
complete overlap at 2.0kHz. 

 

 

 

The plots show the nearly complete overlap between the measured MRL for each ship 

passage and the difference between the MRL and baseline when subtracted in pressure 

and converted back to dB. An overlap like this indicates that the intensity increase 

during ship passages is so much greater than the background that it becomes essentially 

insignificant and that the vast majority of noise in the system is due to the passing ships. 

Comparing the straight dB subtraction and the above plots -- Figure 20), Figure 21), 

Figure 22), the discrepancy between the results is obvious. The following figures, Figure 

23), Figure 24) and Figure 25), plot the two differences against each other. The higher 

values in blue represent the residual noise when the intensities are converted to pressure 

and back to dB. The lower values in red show the results of the straight dB subtraction.  
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Figure 23: Discrepancy between the two subtraction methods. Red lines are subtraction methods in 
dB only, blue is with proper conversion. The results show that the correct method for subtraction 

yields a noise level twice as high as the straight dB subtraction for 400Hz. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 24: Discrepancy between the two subtraction methods. Red lines are subtraction methods in 
dB only, blue is with proper conversion. The results show that the correct method for subtraction 

yields a noise level twice as high as the straight dB subtraction for 1.2kHz. 
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Figure 25: Discrepancy between the two subtraction methods. Red lines are subtraction methods in 
dB only, blue is with proper conversion. The results show that the correct method for subtraction 

yields a noise level twice as high as the straight dB subtraction for 2.0kHz. 

 

 

 

As previously discussed, dB are logarithmic, so while straight linear subtraction will 

provide an idea of the relationship between two intensities, it clearly underestimates the 

true relationship between baseline and MRL.  This is important for understanding the 

potential impact a passing ship has on the marine environment and how it affects an 

animal’s perception of their environment. This type of shift in noise level could obscure 

communication, homing, or foraging signals important for individual and population 

survival.   
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CHAPTER IV  

CLICK COUNT ANALYSIS  

 

As discussed in the background section, sperm whales constantly use a variety of click 

types and patterns for navigation, communication, and foraging. Differences in clicks are 

associated with different behaviors and can be indicative of activities happening both at 

the surface and during their prolonged dives. Disruptions to normal behavior from the 

passage of ships may have a greater effect on fitness if they affect foraging and on social 

cohesion if they disrupt communication.  

 

To determine whether noise from vessel passages might disrupt normal behavior or 

communication, clicks were counted for time periods before and after a vessel passed 

over the buoy. To successfully complete this analysis, multiple preparatory steps were 

executed.  

 

Part I: Automated Click Counter Calibration 

To count clicks during discrete time periods, an automated click counting program, 

Pamguard, was used. Before using this automatic detector for analysis, the detector was 

calibrated to ensure results used for time comparisons were accurate.  To do this, four 

time periods were identified for comparison: 1) times without ships or sperm whales; 2) 

times with ships and no sperm whales; 3) times with sperm whales by no ships; and 4) 
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times with sperm whales and some ships. During the times used for sperm whale clicks 

with ships present, clicks were still positively identifiable and able to be separated from 

any vessel noise generated by the distant ship.  Audio files were selected based on the 

notes taken during the hour by hour initial analysis of the full 36 days described in the 

previous chapter. When audio files matching one of the four time periods were 

identified, a 10 second sub-sample was created using Adobe Audition CS5.5. The 10 

second sub-sample was used because of the manageable number of potential clicks 

within the sample. Sperm whales click once every 0.5-1 second, on average.  The 10 

second files were ideal because most files included 3-6 animals clicking at the same 

time. Generally, these 10 second files contained 90-140 individual clicks, which require 

significant time per file to process. In order to process enough different samples, 10 

seconds samples were ideal for manageable click counts as well as reasonable 

processing time per file. For files containing clicks, the 10 second sub-sample was 

entered into a Matlab based program called X-Bat, which is designed for analyzing 

bioacoustic data such as the audio-files recorded by the buoys. For each sub-sample, a 

log file was created in X-Bat. Once the audio sub-file loaded into the program, it was 

reviewed visually for presence of clicks and again aurally to verify whether a ship was 

present; if a ship was present, whether some of the apparent clicks could actually be 

vessel noise. Then, each click was individually isolated from the beginning of the click 

to the end. The start time of each click was logged in the log file for later comparison. 

Any suspect clicks were isolated and reviewed before being logged to make sure the 

accuracy rate was as high as possible. A total of 60 sub-samples were reviewed and a 
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total of 2,891 clicks were isolated for comparison. After each sub-sample was analyzed 

in X-Bat, the same 10 second sample was processed through the Pamguard automatic 

click detector.  

 

The Pamguard detector was set with a Butterworth bandpass filter from 1-5kHz. While 

some of the frequencies of interest for noise calculation were below that range, the 

nearly constant airguns could have confounded the detections if the highpass filter were 

set lower. In addition, the nearly constant distant ship noise propagation could have also 

confounded the detector at lower frequencies. Eleven sub-sample files were double 

processed to test for the best detection threshold for the automated detector. The files 

were run through the automated detector with a 10dB and 12dB detection threshold and 

compared with the manual detections logged in X-Bat. For each sample, the precision, 

recall, and F-score were used to calculate the performance of the detector. The precision 

reflects the ratio of false (false positive) detections to correct detections; recall reflects 

the ratio of missed (false negatives) detections to correct detections; F-score then 

combines the precision and recall to represent the overall ability of the detector to 

correctly detect clicks.  

 

For each sub-sample, Pamguard creates its own log file containing the start time of each 

detection. These start times were compared with the start times from the manually 

isolated X-Bat log files. Start times were considered to be the same if they were within 

0.06 seconds of each other. This time relationship was chosen for two major reasons. 
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The first was that 0.06 seconds was a natural break in the data. Most click alignments 

were either consistently closer in time than 0.06 seconds or significantly further 

separated. The other major reason was the measured duration of a click by the program 

was generally 0.04-0.06. Thus, if the difference in start time was greater than 0.06, it was 

arguable that the alignment was not for the same click but rather the one click before or 

after. Because this alignment was so conservative, it could also have increased the 

number of missed or false detections if the click duration were longer than 0.06 allowing 

for a larger alignment window. However, this conservative approach increases 

confidence in the clicks that do align, raising the probability that the automated detection 

represents an actual click.  

 

For the sub-samples run through the Pamguard detector with the 10dB threshold, there 

were very few missed detections (high recall) but a large number of false positives (low 

precision). While it is important for the analysis to detect as many clicks as possible, it 

was of concern that there were so many false positives. When those same samples were 

run through the detector with a 12 dB threshold, there were more missed detections (low 

recall) but very few false positives (high precision). The difficulty was in determining 

the cause of the false positives:  Whether it was more important to detect all the clicks in 

addition to other signals mistaken for clicks, or whether it was more important to be 

certain the clicks detected were true detections and miss some of the more ambiguous 

signals. Because it was impossible to classify the majority of false detections with any 
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certainty, the 12dB threshold was used. This is a more conservative representation of the 

potential clicks occurring within each time period.  

 

After processing all files through the Pamguard program, the Recall, Precision and F-

Score could be calculated for each of the four time periods sampled. For the period 

where no ships and no clicks were present, all processed files had zero detection, giving 

a perfect score for that time period and serving as a control for testing the false positives 

of the automated detector.  

 

Table 6, below, shows all three parameters for times with clicks and no ships, clicks with 

some ship noise, and times with just ships.  

 

 

 

Table 6: Parameters for automatic click counter detection and final scores for each of the three 
analyses for automatic click detector. 

  No Ship Some Ship Ships 

Precision 87.4% 84.3% 0.4% 

Recall 79.1% 77.6% 100.0% 

F-score 83.1% 80.8% 0.8% 
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While calculating those parameters was very straight forward for times with actual 

clicks, times with false positives but no actual clicks provided a challenge for 

calculations since the formula requires the number of correct detections in both the 

numerator and denominator. In order to compensate for this, the assumption was made 

that one click was present and correctly detected for all time periods. This allowed the 

same formula to be used for all time periods and the calculation for a correction factor.  

 

Part II: Statistical Analysis of Click Counts Relative to Ship Passages 

Once the correction factors were calculated, it was possible to start mapping the ship 

passages in terms of clicks per .wav file.  For the initial characterization of ship passages 

described in the previous chapter, 56 instances were identified. These 56 were cross-

referenced with the data sheets containing hour by hour information. Those with specific 

notations for sperm whale groups were flagged as potential times for click analysis. 

When the initial notations were made for the hour by hour analysis, the first .wav file 

wherein the presence of the ship was obvious was recorded as the ‘start’ of the arrival of 

the ship. The file wherein the ship was the loudest was noted as the file for the closest 

point of approach (CPA), or the time when the ship was closest to being overhead for 

that ship.  For each ship passage, a minimum of 13 .wav files were processed through 

Pamguard for click detections. Ideally, five time samples were needed for the click count 

analysis: 35 minutes before the ship CPA; 17.5 minutes before CPA; ship CPA; 17.5 

minutes after CPA; and 35 minutes after CPA. Those time periods were selected because 
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the .wav files are 5 minutes and 50 seconds long and in general, 35 minutes is the largest 

buffer between ship passages (determined from the data).  

 

While this selection of time periods appears straight forward, ship passages were not 

always clearly defined nor were they independent of each other. As seen in the initial 

analysis for ship passage metrics, multiple ship passages often occurred consecutively 

and often without a complete separation between departure of one and arrival of the 

next. This same overlap was present in the click analysis data as well. While ideally,  

the 5 time periods were measured, often passages were not completely detected because 

of the arrival of another ship. The figure below, Figure 26), shows three different ship 

passage scenarios. The first is a single, well defined ship passage; the second shows 

multiple ship passages that are discernible; the third shows a much less well defined 

passage.  
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Figure 26: Examples of Ship Passages showing 1-ship, 2-ships, and Multiple-ships. Each blue point 
represents the number of clicks in a 5:49sec sound file.  

 

 

 

While the pattern of arrival and departure of the ships is obvious in each graph, it is 

apparent that there is no typical number of clicks that serve as a baseline for “pre-ship” 

or “post-ship.”  Because of this variability, each .wav file was also aurally and visually 

reviewed to verify the presence of sperm whale clicks, the arrival, CPA, and departure of 
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each ship. This became increasingly important when multiple ships passed consecutively 

since vessel noise often confounded the automated detector and were misidentified as 

clicks.  

 

Each ship passage was named for the day and hour the first ship started to arrive. Once 

the CPA for the first ship passage was identified, time periods preceding it were 

processed out for at least six .wav files (representing 35 minutes). The files were then 

processed moving forward and while, ideally, a single ship passage was identified, files 

were continuously processed until an end point of any of the subsequent ship passages 

could be reached. As is visible from the above examples, much of the time, these 5-point 

ship passages did not exist. Often, the two times before CPA were detectible, but not the 

times after if another ship arrival overlapped with the initial ship. There were often too 

many ships too close together for the kind of separation needed to isolate 5 points for 

each ship passage. To deal with this, passages were broken into before and after and the 

most points surrounding each CPA were identified. The original plan for analysis was to 

divide the passages into those with single ships or multiple ships, but there were so few 

times where an individual passage was identifiable, the data were grouped by time 

period. Those click counts for times 35 minutes before CPA were grouped together; 

those 17.5 minutes before CPA were grouped together, etc. These 5 groups were then 

compared statistically for difference of means. The final number of samples per time 

period and average clicks per time period are provided in the table and figure below 
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[Table 7; Figure 27)]. The table shows the average number of clicks per time period in 

graphical form.  

 

 

 

Table 7: Total number of sound files analyzed per time interval and the average number of clicks in 
each file. 

Time 

interval 35 Min Before 

17.5 Min 

Before CPA 

17.5 Min 

After 

35 Min 

After 

Samples 

analyzed 37 41 43 38 31 

Average 

number of 

clicks 2132.14 1348.23 15.60 1078.53 1645.96 
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Figure 27: Average number of clicks per sound file sample per time interval. 

 

 

 

Click averages for each time period were compared non-parametrically using the Mann-

Whitney U test for difference of means for independent samples. The complete results of 

the statistics including P values are presented in Table 8, below. One particularly 

important relationship to notice occurs as the ship arrives. There is a significant decrease 

in the number of clicks between 35 and 17.5 minutes by 36.67% before the CPA of the 

ship. There are also significantly fewer clicks detected 35 minutes after the ship passes 

than before, a reduction of 22.8%. The only time period comparison that was not 

statistically significantly different was between 17.5 minutes before and 17.5 minutes 

after CPA.  
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Table 8: Statistical results for non-parametric comparisons of average click means between time 
intervals or arrival and departure of ships. 

 

Comparison 

% 

Difference P value 

Significantly 

different? 

35 min before vs. 

17.5 min before 36.67% 0.001 

Yes (99% 

confidence) 

17.5 min before 

vs. CPA 98.80% 0 

Yes (99% 

confidence) 

17.5 min after vs. 

CPA 98.50% 0 

Yes (99% 

confidence) 

35 min after vs. 

17.5 min after 34.47% 0.004 

Yes (99% 

confidence) 

35 min before vs. 

35 min after 22.80% 0.015 

Yes (95% 

confidence) 

17.5 min before 

vs. 17.5 min after 20.00% 0.148 No 

 

 

 

These results indicate that as a ship approaches, one of a few events or combination of 

events may be occurring.  The first and most obvious is that sperm whales are leaving 

the area. They are not only leaving, they are leaving preemptively before the ship 
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actually arrives. The second is that because of the low frequency limitations of the data, 

the ship noise is radiating far from the ship at noise levels that are able to obscure the 

clicks by raising the noise floor enough that the detector cannot pick them up. Based on 

the correction factor for correct detections, there is still strong detection ability for clicks 

during times of approaching ships. This was specifically tested and reflected in the 

“ships and clicks” time period correction calculation. Other possibilities include a 

cessation of clicks from animals nearby but not a movement away from the area, 

surfacing of animals as part of natural dive patterns, or avoidance mechanisms. There is 

no way to tell, from the buoy data alone, which of these scenarios is occurring or 

whether it is a combination of the possibilities. What is clear from the results is the 

definite indication that there is some type of behavioral change or effect (masking) that 

occurs in the presence of vessel traffic and that this effect needs to be studied more 

closely.  

 

Part III: Click Amplitude Comparison Analysis 

Click number is an important indicator for group size and presence or absence of whales. 

Changes in clicks, as discussed, could indicate a number of behavioral changes, either 

natural or related to anthropogenic disturbance.  Click amplitude or loudness is also a 

component that is measurable. Click amplitude depends on many factors. Since the buoy 

is only able to measure received click amplitude, factors such as animal distance, 

orientation, and depth could all be factors. Additionally, ambient noise levels and 

transmission parameters (depth, density, absorption, spreading, etc.) can also affect the 
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received level. Lastly, the detector used has a shifting noise baseline calculation. The 

detection threshold is always 12dB above the noise floor. Increases in received noise 

may cause lower amplitude clicks to be missed in a noisier environment (potential 

indicator for masking; however, missed clicks are not necessarily masked).  

For example, for humans in every day conversation, when a train comes through an area, 

some people will chose to leave that area and continue their conversations elsewhere; 

some will stay and either halt their conversation until the train passes or speak louder to 

try to overcome the noise from the train. Based on the results of the click analysis, it 

appears that some whales may be leaving the area as the ship approaches or they stop 

clicking. But for those who remain in the area and are still audible above the noise, is 

there any evidence that they may be changing their clicks to compensate for the 

additional noise? To investigate this question, the verified click amplitudes from the 10 

second calibration sub-samples during the “no ship” and “some ship” periods were 

compared. Because these sets were used for the calibration, each of these clicks had to 

be aurally and visually verified and time aligned as previously discussed so the 

likelihood that these are false detections is very small.  

 

For the analysis, eleven files from both “no ship” and “some ship” were used. A total of 

1,557 click amplitudes were isolated: 776 from “no ship” files and 781 from “some ship” 

files. These two groups were compared statistically using a Mann-Whitney U non-

parametric test for comparison of means for independent samples. The results of the 

statistical test show a statistically significant difference of means (P= 0.002) and are 
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shown in Table 9, as well as graphically inFigure 28: Box and whisker plot showing 

separation of means for average click amplitudes comparing times with ships to times without.. 

 

 

 

Table 9: General statistics for click amplitudes from samples without ships and with some ship noise 
present. 

  N Mean 

95% 

Upper 

Bound 

95% 

Lower 

Bound 

Standard  

Deviation 

No ship 776 159.42 159.75 159.1 4.645 

Some 

Ship 781 160.32 160.67 159.97 4.947 
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Figure 28: Box and whisker plot showing separation of means for average click amplitudes 
comparing times with ships to times without. 

 

 

 

 In this case, while statistical differences in the relationship may be significant, 

practically, they may not. Another way to evaluate this relationship is by looking at the 

distribution of amplitudes in a histogram. If the two data sets are the same, the 

distributions should overlap. The first two figures [Figure 29) and Figure 30)] show the 

respective distributions separately. Figure 31) shows the distributions side by side while 

Figure 32) shows where the major differences in distribution lie.  
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Figure 29: Amplitude distribution of clicks for times without ships present. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 30: Amplitude distribution of clicks for times with some ships present. 
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Figure 31: Histogram comparing distribution of click amplitudes between times with some ship and 
times without. 
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Figure 32: Separation chart showing number of clicks per amplitude bin (in dB) for times with ships 
and times without. 

 

 

 

From this last figure [Figure 32)], the offset in the two distributions can be seen. 

Amplitudes during the period “no ship” are more heavily distributed below 160dB. 

There is a large overlap in the two distributions between 160dB and 165dB, but the 

difference in distribution for “some ship” is more heavily weighted towards amplitudes 

greater than 165dB. These results are based on a very small subset of data and are 

subject to a number of potential confounding factors as discussed previously. Even if the 

moving detection threshold removed some of the clicks at lower amplitudes from the 
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“some ship” period, clicks at higher amplitudes would not have been affected or 

removed from the “no ship” time period. Confidence in the results of this analysis would 

be improved by increasing the size of the data set. This is difficult because although a 

correction factor has been calculated for overall click counts, which individual clicks are 

correctly detected needs to be assessed by direct comparison. This may be something 

that could be programmed into a separate analysis tool which would allow more rapid 

alignment and verification of correct detections. However, with the limited data set 

available, the results are certainly interesting and suggest that there may be an increase 

in click amplitude as ships approach. This is supported by the statistical tests, although 

in this case, the differences in distribution may be more applicable than the statistics 

alone.  
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CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION OF DATA ANALYSIS 

 

The data analysis presented in these last chapters can be summarized by a few basic 

statements. Vessels traffic in the GoM is very loud, so loud that as a vessel passes over 

the buoy, other natural environmental noise becomes insignificant. As these vessels 

approach, there is a significant reduction in the number of sperm whale clicks detected. 

There is a distinct decrease in clicks persisting even a half hour after the ship passes over 

the buoy when compared to a half hour before. Lastly, there appears to be evidence 

suggesting that whales that do continue to click as a ship approaches and are clicking at 

higher amplitude (louder volume) which may indicate another example of the Lombard 

Effect in marine mammal communication. The Lombard effect or is the involuntary 

tendency of speakers to increase their vocal effort when speaking in loud noise to 

enhance the audibility of their voice (Lane and Tranel, 1971).While these statements are 

interesting, the implications of these results may not be immediately apparent. 

 

For statements such as these, it is imperative to discuss them in a context where their 

importance is apparent. Much of the analysis was necessary for establishing background 

relationships among the data: for example, looking at ambient noise levels and 

determining baseline statistical relationships between times with ships and times 

without. The set of analyses focusing on metrics of ship passages were designed to 

clarify the type of environment that is created when a vessel passes. The two most 
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important metrics for understanding impacts on the environment were the vessel passage 

time and the duration of the Maximum Received Level (MRL).  This type of information 

is important for understanding short term noise variations and their presence relative to 

short term sperm whale behavior such as diving, feeding, socializing, or resting.   

 

The majority of the ship passage times fall between 20 and 50 minutes with an average 

of 29 minutes. A typical sperm whale dive is approximately 40-45 minutes, with 8-10 

minutes spent resting on the surface. On average, the duration of MRL was 23% of the 

total ship transit time. This means that on average, 60-75% of a dive cycle is dominated 

by ship noise and when more than one ship passes consecutively, it can extend into 

multiple dive cycles. The major and most apparent impact of this type of noise overlap is 

the potential inability of foraging individuals to hear their own signals necessary to 

successfully locate and capture prey. This type of recurring signal and noise overlap can 

have other impacts on communication which is particularly important for a species as 

socially cohesive as sperm whales, as noted below. While adult sperm whales use loud, 

broad band signals, very young juveniles that cannot yet make the deep foraging dives 

use much lower frequency clicks. These clicks are directly within the noise frequencies 

measured in this study where nearby vessel noise completely overwhelms all other 

environmental noise, including biological signals. The potential exists for these juvenile 

clicks to work as a homing mechanism for diving mothers to be able to relocate their 

young; vessels which obscure this signal make small group cohesion more difficult and 

separation more likely. 
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Sperm whales are also highly social and have large gatherings of multiple groups which 

may convene for activities such as mating and which incorporate rhythmic click patterns 

called codas into their group socialization. Even if ship presence does not completely 

obscure the complete signal -- for example, as ships approach the area -- reductions in 

click detection by 36% means that one out of every three clicks might not be detected. 

While this wouldn’t make a conversation impossible, missing one out of three words 

might mean hearing nonsense or irrelevant detail and thus, misinterpreting the message. 

With a complex communication language completely reliant on transmission and 

reception of clicks and click patterns, any missing information could mean the message 

becomes ambiguous resulting in erroneous reactions. A good example of this might be 

the transmission and reception of clangs which are low frequency clicks produced by 

males and thought to be linked with sexual selection (as previously mentioned). These 

clangs are directly within the frequency range shown to be influenced by near field 

shipping (ships that pass very closely) which means that reception of these clicks 

becomes based more on presence or absence of ships. If these clangs are truly indicators 

for fitness and all or a portion of the signal is obscured or misinterpreted, the ability for 

females to make choices based on evolutionary methods, such as honest indicators, may 

not be valid. For a population considered to be endangered, reproduction and successful 

recruitment of juveniles into the adult population are extremely important. That process 

is based entirely on healthy, fit parents: adequate protection and rearing from the mother 

as well as the ability to successfully forage and survive to maturity. These nurturing 
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strategies are all potentially compromised by shipping which ensonifies their ecological 

environment for up to 60% of their life based on the average time it takes a ship to pass. 

 

Research analysis needs to focus on measureable changes and actual results to identify 

both the successes of the project as well as the short-comings. The second portion of the 

analysis on click counts and characteristics provides important results that help develop 

the next set of questions. As presented in the results of the click counts, there is a 

significant decrease in the number of detectable clicks as vessels approach the buoy; 

there is a complete lack of detectable clicks when the ship is loudest, presumably the 

closest point of approach (CPA); additionally, the number of clicks 35 minutes after the 

ship passes is significantly lower than the number of clicks detected 35 minutes before 

the ship’s CPA. Because there is no data to prove what happened during those times, 

several possibilities exist. The most obvious for the decrease or absence of clicks is that 

the increase in noise from the ship overwhelmed the clicks so they could not be heard. 

This only holds true when the assumptions that the whales stayed in the area and 

continued clicking throughout the ship passage are met. However, whales may have left 

the area and also may have stopped clicking, both of which would influence the number 

of clicks that would be there to detect.  

 

Measureable changes in click amplitude were also possible. The results from the analysis 

of click amplitudes between times with no ship noise and times with some ship noise 

showed that there was a shift in the distribution of click amplitude to higher amplitude 
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clicks when ship noise was present. This suggests that while fewer clicks may be 

detected with approaching ships, clicks detected are louder, suggesting that the sperm 

whales that do stay in the area with ships may also be adjusting the loudness of their 

clicks to compensate for the increase in background noise. Combining this information 

with the results of the click counts provides a new hypothesis for future work: as ships 

approach, different coping mechanisms are used by sperm whales to overcome the 

influence of ship noise on communication and foraging. Some of the sperm whales in the 

area may leave or stop clicking as a result, while those that stay click at higher 

amplitudes in an effort to increase the signal to noise ratio and be heard.  There are 

multiple unknowns in this situation that need to be resolved to test this hypothesis, the 

most integral of which is determining the source level for sperm whale clicks. This 

determination would allow comparisons of amplitude during quiet times and noisy 

times. It would also potentially help determine the range of the animal based on the 

received level of the click which, in turn, might answer the question of whether whales 

are moving away as a ship approaches. To resolve these unknowns, research using 

alternate methods is needed. These methods are discussed further in the final chapter.  
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CHAPTER VI 

REVIEW OF MARINE MAMMAL RESPONSE TO NOISE  

 

Although marine noise perturbations from shipping are often overlooked in 

implementing effective management strategies, research into this subject is not new. 

Studies have shown that when exposed to noise, there are a variety of reactions and 

behavioral changes that could occur. Most obvious is that whales can leave the area. But 

that may not be energy efficient if the food and the social networks they seek are within 

the area dominated by pervasive vessel traffic. One of the major disadvantages to 

remaining in an area of increased noise, when communicating acoustically, is not being 

able to hear oneself or others [Figure 33)]. The introduction of noise can obscure signals 

or cause these signals to become “lost” in the noise. This is a serious issue for animals 

who communicate, navigate, and forage based on hearing their own calls or those of 

their consorts.  To combat this, there are a number of characteristics within a signal or 

call that can be modified such as length, frequency, or amplitude. Sometimes, more than 

one of these modifications is used. If the noise input is within a frequency band, 

modulating the frequency of a call or part of a call might remove the conflict. 

Lengthening a call could differentiate it from the vessel noise, as can changing the 

calling interval. Calling more often increases the chances of being heard in a lull, calling 

less frequently may enable calling for a longer overall period. Alternatively, increasing 

the amplitude (energy within the call, or volume) could also increase the signal 
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detectability to a level above the noise. All of these call modulation modifications could 

also affect energy consumption. 

 

By spending a greater time communicating or longer times foraging with less time 

resting, the balance between energy consumed and energy used [input and output] could 

change resulting in a decrease of long-term fitness of individuals. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 33: Overlap in frequency use between primary shipping noise and marine mammals 
(Okeanos: Foundation for the Sea 2008). 
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Much of the concern arose from whale strandings in association with military activities 

(Jasney 2005). These impacts have been discussed at length by National Research 

Council (NRC) and National Resource Defense Council documents as well as in legal 

proceedings (for further discussion of this please see: National Research Council, 2003; 

Inkelas, 2005; and Jasny, 2005).  In response to this, new research objectives were called 

for by scientists and regulators, some of which included controlled exposure experiments 

with LFA (low frequency active) sonar. These experiments were designed to monitor 

any behavioral reactions to sonar in the area including acoustic changes. In 2000, Miller 

et al. found, through controlled exposure experiments, that humpback whales lengthened 

their song during LFA playback experiments. Humpback songs were measured to be 

29% longer during the playbacks which resulted from longer themes within the normal 

call structure. More recent work (Dunlop et al., 2010) with humpbacks and ambient 

noise interactions has shown a different kind of reaction. This study compared acoustic 

signals with surface active signals (tail slaps, breach, pectoral slaps) under increasing 

wind and wave conditions (which are directly related to increases in ambient noise). 

These comparisons showed an increase in surface active behaviors as wind speed 

increased. This positive relationship indicates that whales prefer surface communication 

over vocal communication as ambient noise levels increase (thus, the underwater 

environment gets louder). These types of relationships need to be further investigated to 

see if the pattern persists when increases in ambient noise are due to anthropogenic 

inputs, like vessel noise, instead of noise from wind and waves. 
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North Atlantic right whales are exposed to large numbers of ship passages along the east 

coast of the United States and Canada. Multiple shipping routes around Nova Scotia, the 

Boston Harbor, and the south-east coast of Georgia and Florida, for example, contribute 

to noise disturbance by large, constant vessel traffic.  This results in an opportunity to 

observe behavioral and acoustic responses to the presence of vessel traffic. A study in 

2007 (Parks and Clark, 2007), found that right whales adjust several features of their 

calling in the presence of ships. First, they increased the fundamental frequency of their 

calls. This was achieved by increasing the minimum frequency of their calls with an 

overall shift increase of 2/3 octave. This may be a mechanism to reduce overlap within 

the bandwidth of the shipping noise. Over time, there may be a more permanent shift in 

frequency. In addition, there was also a reduced call rate. Amplitude was not measured, 

but, as discussed in the paper, if amplitude per call increases, so does effort per call, 

which could account for the overall reduction in call rate. A later paper by Parks et al. 

(2009) found that, based on the  up-calls, there was no response in dB to increased noise 

but that there remained a shift in frequency of calls indicating that the whales may be 

responding to  the peak frequency of the noise rather than the sound intensity level. Most 

recently, the question of amplitude shifts was addressed (Parks et al., 2011) through 

measuring received levels of ‘up calls’ from archival suction cup tags (DTAG) placed on 

11 whales in the Bay of Fundy. The analysis shows a linear relationship between 

increase in received level and increase in noise level. These shifts were short term 

responses to increases in noise level. These findings combined with earlier studies show 

that noise from passing vessels not only triggers changes in fundamental frequency but 
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also amplitude for North Atlantic right whale up-calls and could be a serious factor in 

behavioral changes affecting communication within the population. 

 

In the North Pacific, a similar situation has been observed during the interactions of 

killer whales and vessels. Not unlike humpback whales, killer whales were observed 

changing the duration of their calls in the presence of boat traffic (Foote et al., 2004). An 

increase of 15% in call duration was recorded when ships were present. Interestingly, it 

seems that there may be a threshold level for this increase; that vessel noise must reach a 

certain sound intensity level before this increase in call length occurs. This suggests 

some tolerance of noise in the environment, or at least the ability to compensate in other 

ways before making detectible changes to the calls. A later study in the same area further 

expanded on these findings. Holt et al. (2009) found that there is evidence to suggest an 

increase in call amplitude of 1dB for every 1dB increase in noise. This confirms 

evidence of the Lombard effect in marine mammals in response to noise.  

 

Belugas in the St Lawrence Estuary were also evaluated for reactions to anthropogenic 

noise (Scheifele et al., 2005). Vocalizations from subgroups of the 700 belugas in the 

upper estuary were recorded during the summer time over 6 years. Vocalizations from 

several different subsets of time were all statistically compared with significant results:  

Times with ship source anthropogenic noise were compared with times without the noise 

before, during, and after vessel passages. While changes in frequency and call type have 

been previously discussed, this paper shows that changes to source level are also 
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apparent in the presence of ship passages. These findings were encompassed several 

years and at several different locations within the St Lawrence Estuary with differing 

noise input levels. Based on these results, human generated noise has a measureable 

effect on the vocal behavior of beluga whales which demonstrates the Lombard Effect 

across species and geographic locations.  

 

This pattern of change is not only found in whales and dolphins, studies on manatee 

vocalizations have found a similar pattern. A study comparing manatee vocalizations 

under different behavioral states and social structures in response to anthropogenic noise 

yielded complementary results showing continuity of the effect of noise across location 

and species (Miksis-Olds and Tyack, 2009). This study examined the use of squeaks and 

chirps in social situations in response to the presence of anthropogenic noise. The usage 

of calls differed depending on presence or absence of calves; however, the general 

pattern showed significant changes in vocalization effort such as decreases in 

vocalization rate, increases in duration, decreasing peak frequencies, or alterations in 

source levels in response to noise levels. Additionally, effort and call interval decreased 

in the presence of ship noise indicating that cessation of calls may mean that manatees 

are waiting for a lull in the noise instead of expending the energy necessary to 

communicate in a noisy environment. Changes in call duration and interval are observed 

in several species, once again tying the problem to increasing noise and not just an 

individual’s isolated response to noise.  
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Table 10: Summary of noise effects discussed in this chapter. 

 

 

 

 

The last of these examples are cuvier’s beaked whales. Another ship noise exposure 

experiment with tagged whales in 2006 (Soto et al., 2006) showed that beaked whales 

change their diving and foraging behavior in the presence of vessel noise. What is 

particularly interesting about this study is that beaked whales use high frequency clicks 

for communication and foraging where vessel traffic noise is generally thought of as 

very low frequency, so there should be very little overlap between the frequency range 

beaked whales use and ships use. A study by Arveson and Venditis (2000) showed that 

radiated noise from a large cargo ship actually extended far above what is generally 

considered low frequency and was measured at a source level of 150 dB re 1µpa at 1m at 

30kHz.  Another interesting point raised by the article (Soto et al., 2006) on beaked 
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whales discusses a reduction in detectible range with an increase in noise. An increase of 

12dB of noise within the click bandwith reduces the range of echolocation (Au, 1993). 

The range of sonar detection decreases by 42% where the range for communication 

decreases by 18%.  

 

This same issue of communication space was raised in response to small vessel noise in 

coastal deep water habitats (Jensen et al., 2009). Studies of noise impacts on bottlenose 

dolphins as well as pilot whales were carried out using archival recording tags designed 

to document noise exposure on free swimming animals; ultimately measuring decreases 

in communication space as vessels increased their speed  to greater than 5knts. Their 

results suggest that decreases of 26% in communication range occur when slow moving 

vessels (5 knots) pass within 50m of dolphin groups. For pilot whales, there is an 

estimated decrease of 56% communication range over deeper waters with generally 

lower baseline noise levels for ships at the same range and speed. While the study does 

not demonstrate changes in vocalizations, it does show the direct impact passing vessels 

have on the range over which marine mammals can communicate. This loss of 

communication range may be a precursor or co-occurring factor driving changes in 

vocalization characteristics as discussed above.  

 

The results discussed in the last chapter further show that this reaction phenomena are 

not limited to baleen whales, or odontocetes, or dolphins or manatees. It is not limited to 

the Atlantic, Pacific, Gulf of Mexico, offshore, or onshore. Noise pollution from ships 
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and vessel traffic is pervasive across all species and geographic locations. It has been 

identified in the scientific literature as being responsible not only for changes in behavior 

but in communication. With all this evidence identifying the problem, a proper analysis 

of the existing legal and management framework for limiting this type of anthropogenic 

perturbation on marine mammals is imperative.  Only through an assessment of current 

regulation can gaps be identified and replaced with a proactive approach to the 

management of vessel created ocean noise.  
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CHAPTER VII 

FRAMEWORK FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF MARINE NOISE 

POLLUTION 

 

Pollution in the marine environment has been addressed in many ways federally, 

regionally, and internationally. Some frameworks address the issue from a commercial 

side in an attempt to regulate areas such as maritime safety or ocean dumping, while 

others focus on conservation and maintaining environmental integrity through protection 

of resources. More recently, marine acoustic pollution has become an important issue 

particularly in light of a number of incidences involving the death of marine mammals. 

There have since been vague attempts to articulate a solution to this problem through 

suggested policies dictating the type of sound sources to which marine organisms and 

environments, in general, can be exposed.  

 

Because the focus of this discussion is on current laws and conventions that could be 

used to establish effective management, this response will focus only on those laws 

where the architecture would support future progress in the direction of more stringent 

regulation. Those without this framework are not and would not be effectively included 

in new guidelines and so will not be directly discussed.  
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Regional Framework for Noise Pollution Management 

While an overriding patchwork quilt of current federal and regional agreements, 

international conventions and/or treaties may not provide the most effective strategy to 

reduce or abate vessel noise pollution in the long run, current regional conventions and 

agreements do present areas where it would be possible to combine efforts and base 

future direction on cooperative agreements where overlap between regions already 

exists.  Three of these agreements are the Convention for the Protection of the Marine 

Environment of the North-East Atlantic (OSPAR Convention), the Agreement on the 

Conservation of Small Cetaceans in the Baltic and North Seas (ASCOBANS), and the 

Agreement on the Conservation of Cetaceans of the Black Sea, Mediterranean Sea and 

Contiguous Atlantic Area (ACCOBAMS). Each of these has established a framework 

for the protection of marine resources, marine mammals (cetaceans) and/or ecosystem 

and biological diversity.   

 

The OSPAR convention does not directly mention anthropogenic noise as a pollutant in 

its original language.  Its intent was to directly address pollution from land sources as 

well as the broader task of protecting and conserving biological ecosystems.  However, a 

report in 2000 by the OSPAR Commission addresses concerns about human activities, 

more specifically, noise from wind power generation, and acknowledges additional 

concerns about noise impacts on marine mammals but not with regard to impacts from 

military, oil and gas, or shipping.  
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In its original language as well as in subsequent Commission reports the convention does 

focus on a critical concept – the application of the precautionary approach or principle. 

This approach governs the ways activities which present a potential threat to the 

environment should be pursued.  The precautionary principle has been referenced in 

dealing with the protection of the marine environment. Article 2 of the OSPAR 

convention states: The precautionary principle, by virtue of which preventive measures 

are to be taken when there are reasonable grounds for concern that substances or energy 

introduced, directly or indirectly, into the marine environment may bring about hazards 

to human health, harm living resources and marine ecosystems, damage amenities or 

interfere with other legitimate uses of the sea, even when there is no conclusive evidence 

of a causal relationship between the inputs and the effects (Convention for the Protection 

of the Marine Environment of the North-east Atlantic, Art. 2, Sept. 22, 1992, 32 I.L.M. 

1069 [1993]. The burden falls on the proponents of the activity to prove that their actions 

will not have unacceptable impacts on the environment for the activity to continue.  

Additionally, the OSPAR specifically includes the goal of conservation of ecosystems 

and biological diversity in its 1992 form (McCarthy, 2004).  

 

ACCOBAMS, likewise, is concerned with the protection of cetaceans from pollution. 

However, noise is also not addressed in this agreement. A later report to the Secretariat 

in 2002 presents information on noise disturbances to cetaceans and proposes several 

mitigations measures.  Such measures include quieting technology for props, reducing 

speed, insulating against hull vibration, adjusting seasonal and daily timing of activities 
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for minimum exposure, as well as implementing monitoring plans during activities like 

seismic surveys. However, the report was designed only to be informational and contains 

neither rules nor guidelines to prevent these disturbances or enforcement of these 

mitigation methods (Di Sciara, 2002). 

 

The same type of framework is found in the ASCOBANS agreement on small cetaceans; 

however, the agreement includes specific language for addressing the affects of noise on 

cetaceans. The agreement provides recommendations for the seismic, military, and 

commercial shipping industries and outlines measures to be taken that would reduce the 

impact. While definitive measures are suggested for seismic and military activities, only 

recommendations for further research are made in reference to impacts of shipping and 

vessel traffic [Agreement on the Conservation of Small Cetaceans of the Baltic and 

North Seas, March 17, 1992]. Unfortunately, while ASCOBANS makes strong 

recommendations, it lacks obligations, implementation measures for, and enforcement of 

those recommendations. Like the other three, it functions as a cooperative means to 

conduct research and propose management strategies, but is remiss in providing concrete 

guidelines or plans for action.  

 

Two regional agreements on the Antarctic and Arctic areas are also valuable starting 

places for regional management practices. The 1991 Environmental Protocol imposes 

stringent standards on activities having more than a minor or transitory impact; it calls 

on the parties to limit adverse impacts on the Antarctic environment and dependent 
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associated ecosystems including significant changes in distribution abundance or 

productivity of species, jeopardy to endangered and threatened species, as well as 

degradation or risk to areas of biological significance [Protocol on Environmental 

Protection to the Antarctic Treaty (1991)].  Noise is not specifically listed, but its 

implicit inclusion will be discussed later in this chapter. The Arctic Environmental 

Protection Strategy (AEPS) is more direct in its discussion on the concerns of ocean 

noise on the Arctic environment. The AEPS deals with four major themes, the first of 

which is the monitoring and assessment of contaminants. The Arctic Monitoring and 

Assessment Programme (AMAP) was established under the AEPS and is designed to 

evaluate 6 major pollution issues identified in the strategy: persistent organic 

contaminants, oil, heavy metals, noise, radioactivity, and acidification. The 8 Arctic 

countries who signed the AEPS later formed the Arctic Council which is a forum for 

discussing social, economic, and environmental development in the Arctic. The 

Rovaniemi Declaration on the Protection of the Arctic Environment, signed in 1991 by 

the members of the Arctic Council, commits members to: “Cooperation in scientific 

research to specify sources… and effects of pollution, in particular…noise… as well as 

sharing of these data” and recognizes moving sources of noise as points of concern 

(Rovaniemi Declaration in Declaration on the Protection of the Arctic Environment 

1991). However, it is the AEPS that is the mechanism providing for environmental 

protection in the Arctic. Once again, despite the recognition of the issue, no further steps 

have been taken to enforce these provisions.  
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Nation-State Provisions 

Several countries have their own legal framework for the protection of wildlife and the 

environment. This discussion will focus on a sample of those countries which have 

comprehensive and sophisticated environmental and ecological protection legal regimes. 

The section provides a preliminary look at some of the available frameworks that could 

provide support for an international approach, but is by no means exhaustive.   

 

Australia’s Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act of 1999 (EPBC 

Act) provides for the identification and listing of key threatening processes. Processes 

that qualify would adversely affect two or more listed threatened species or threatened 

ecological communities. Currently, anthropogenic noise production or use is not listed as 

a threatening process, although potential framework through other government actions 

exists for future steps to minimize noise perturbations. For example, in 2003, proposed 

seismic testing in the Twelve Apostles Marine National Park was prohibited by the 

Environment Minister claiming that testing would have detrimental impacts on the coral 

breeding season. This type of prohibition provides a precedent for future actions to 

mitigate impacts of seismic noise on sensitive populations. If shown to be significant, the 

argument can be made for vessel traffic to constitute a significant perturbation to 

sensitive marine populations and provides for its regulation or prohibition in certain 

areas (No Seismic Tests at Twelve Apostles, October 17, 2003). Australia has also 

implemented a pilot program for vessel guidance through the Torres Strait that expands 

the boarders of its current Particularly Sensitive Sea Area (PSSA). Through this 
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expansion, Australia can regulate activities of vessels within these waters, such as 

requiring pilot guided vessels (Beckman, R., 2007). They can also require speed 

reductions and change Traffic Separation Schemes (TSS) or shipping lanes for added 

protection to sensitive populations in the area. By creating this PSSA, Australia has 

given itself added ability to regulate the activities that occur within that area and require 

that transiting vessels comply with these regulations.  Although not directly linked with 

their EPBC Act, the creation of the PSSA adds a regulatory component for vessel traffic 

or other pollution emitted in the environment not already covered. 

 

The Canadian Oceans Act also expresses commitment to protecting the environment 

through “the wide application of the precautionary approach to the conservation, 

management and exploitation of marine resources in order to protect these resources and 

preserve the marine environment” (Beckman, 2007). Canada has other legal frameworks 

such as the Species at Risk Act, the Department of Fisheries and Oceans Act, and the 

Canada Shipping Act of 2001 which specifically lists “protect the marine environment 

from damage due to navigation and shipping activities” as one of its objectives (S.C. 

2001, c. 26). 

 

The U.K. wildlife laws are also designed to protect the marine environment. For 

example, the Countryside and Right of Way Act of 2000 specifically prohibits reckless 

disturbance of cetaceans. This act extends the protection already in place under the 

European Habitats Directive. Additionally, the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 
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provides protection for cetaceans specifically in U.K. waters. The U.K. is also a member 

state of the ASCOBANS agreement, and thus recognizes the same need for addressing 

the effect of noise on cetacean populations. The commitment to protection by the U.K. is 

expanded by and often complimentary to European environmental protection measures 

for comprehensive protection of joint waters.  Europe has the Joint Nature Conservation 

Committee (JNCC) which is responsible for setting mitigation rules for active acoustic 

projects as well as other monitoring and mitigation work. 

 

The United States has three important laws, the Endangered Species Act (ESA), the 

National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), and the Marine Mammal Protection Act 

(MMPA).  Each has pieces, that when combined, could become the framework for more 

comprehensive protection and abatement of underwater noise perturbations. The 

Endangered Species Act it prohibits the ‘taking’ of any animal listed as endangered 

which includes significantly modifying its habitat (16 U.S.C. § 1531 – 1534). Because 

the majority of marine mammals found in U.S. waters are considered endangered, and it 

is well established that noise perturbations have negative effects on the ocean 

environment (the habitat of the marine mammal), exposure to noise should be considered 

as a potential taking and need to be permitted as such.  

 

NEPA requires an impact statement [Environmental impact statement (EIS) or 

Environmental Impact Assessment (EA); EA- briefly provides sufficient evidence and 

analysis for determining whether to prepare an EIS; it aids an agency's compliance with 
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NEPA when no EIS is necessary; and it facilitates preparation of an EIS when one is 

necessary. EIS is a detailed analysis that serves to insure that the policies and goals 

defined in NEPA are infused into the ongoing programs and actions of the federal 

agency. EISs are generally prepared for projects that the proposing agency views as 

having significant prospective environmental impacts] for federally funded or permitted 

activities that have a significant impact on the environment. This assessment and 

statement should provide a discussion of significant environmental impacts and 

reasonable alternatives (including a No Action alternative) which would avoid or 

minimize adverse impacts to the environment (42 U.S.C. § 4321 et seq.). Current 

scientific research shows that noise from shipping negatively impacts marine mammal 

populations, many species of which use areas around or adjacent to ports and shipping 

lanes. The potential exists for future requirements for projects using federal funding to 

address noise from ships and provide appropriate mitigation measures to minimize 

impacts.  

 

Last, is the MMPA. This act defines two levels of harassment. Type A harassment is 

“any act of pursuit, torment, or annoyance which has the potential to injure” and type B 

harassment is any act of pursuit, torment, or annoyance which has the potential to disturb 

(breeding, migration, feeding, nursing, sheltering, breathing) a marine mammal (16 USC 

§ 31).  Ideally, clearer distinctions between harmful and safe practices need to be 

developed so that regulations and permits such as General Authorizations [1994 

amendments to the MMPA procedure for obtaining permission to conduct research 

http://frwebgate.access.gpo.gov/cgi-bin/usc.cgi?ACTION=BROWSE&TITLE=16USCC31&PDFS=YES
http://frwebgate.access.gpo.gov/cgi-bin/usc.cgi?ACTION=BROWSE&TITLE=16USCC31&PDFS=YES
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activities involving only Level B harassment on non-ESA listed marine mammals] have 

clearer definitions for more directed and wide reaching application. 

One of the issues with the MMPA is that it specifically identifies activities that 

intentionally or knowingly interact with marine mammals (i.e., science, seismic, Naval 

operations) and does nothing for other interactions. In other words, regulated activities 

are those which adhere to the permitting process. Only through request and approval of a 

permit are the terms of the permit enforceable. For example, shipping companies, 

although arguably harassing marine mammals, do not need a permit to operate, and thus 

are not subject to the restrictions of operating under a permit.  

 

There is unequal burden on different industries and activities which must apply for a 

permit creating unequal regulation. A different example is with fishers who may 

incidentally take a marine mammal. Their fishing practices do not require a permit other 

than for the fish they catch; (Yaggi, M., 1996) however, a scientific study using fish 

trawls would require a permit to take marine mammals. Additionally, the issue of 

controlled exposure experiments raises the same discrepancy. Scientists are required to 

have a permit to play back the sounds of passing vessels; however, the vessels do not 

require a permit under the MMPA to transit through the same area (McCarthy and 

Lichtman, 2007). Once again, it is generally accepted that noise from vessel traffic has 

the potential to harass marine mammals by disrupting their communication, feeding, and 

migration patterns which all fall under level B harassment and should be openly 

considered as a future permitted activity.   
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There exists a common thread throughout the plans discussed so far. The precautionary 

principle is mentioned consistently within recommendations for addressing 

anthropogenic impacts on the marine environment. Even in those documents that do not 

address noise specifically, the need to conserve and protect the environment through 

precautionary action is established. Richardson et al (1995) and multiple National 

Research Council (NRC), National Resource Defense Council (NRDC), OSPAR  

Commission reports and other international reports have all discussed the negative 

impact different noise sources have on marine mammals as well as other marine 

organisms such as fish and cephalopods. It is well established that seismic activities, 

naval operations, and noise from vessel traffic disrupt feeding, migration and 

communication patterns (Richardson et al., 1995; Jasny, 2005; National Research 

Council, 1994). The precautionary principle requires that errors be made on the side of 

environmental protection (Atapattu, 2002). Even with strong scientific evidence, little or 

no action has been taken to curb noise emissions from vessels or to even list this type of 

energy as pollution (see Chapter VI). However, even without specifically being 

addressed by some international agreements, noise has already been established as a 

source of stress and perturbation in the marine environment. Based on the overarching 

commitment to ecological protection and conservation combined with the commitment 

to act within the precautionary principle, confronting the issue of marine noise is 

implicitly required and action should be taken to reduce noise emissions.  A recent 

(2009) document submitted to OSPAR by review committee states: “Our current 

knowledge on the impacts of underwater sound on marine life is incomplete, frequently 
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inconclusive and occasionally contradictory. Nevertheless, it is clear that man-made 

underwater sound becomes a form of pollution when it harms or is likely to harm marine 

life… This overview document [OSPAR publication number 441/2009: Overview of the 

impacts of anthropogenic underwater sound in the marine environment] lays the 

scientific basis for OSPAR to design future management measures in order to tackle this 

emerging source of pollution and also complements concerns raised by ASCOBANS.” 

This represents a major step towards future regulation of noise through the recognition 

of necessity for management upholding the commitment to the precautionary approach. 

 

International Framework for Noise Pollution Management 

Internationally, there are three major contributors to environmental protection that also 

possess the framework to address environmental regulation of noise pollution. The 

United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) III specifically identifies 

energy as a type of pollution (UNCLOSE art. 1(1) (4), 21 I.L.M. 1261, 1271). Since 

sound is a type of energy, any unwanted or negative sound energy emitted into the 

oceans could be classified as pollution and therefore fall under the UNCLOS III 

definition of inputs into the marine environment that should be prevented.  This is one of 

the most important distinctions between UNCLOS III and other international 

conventions that deal with controlling pollution in the marine environment. 

  

http://www.ospar.org/documents/dbase/publications/p00441_Noise%20Background%20document.pdf
http://www.ospar.org/documents/dbase/publications/p00441_Noise%20Background%20document.pdf
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The convention also requires accountability between nations. Article 194 explicitly 

states that: “States shall take all measures necessary to ensure that activities under their 

jurisdiction or control are so conducted as not to cause damage by pollution to other 

states.” (UNCLOS. Art. 194 (2)). Much of the language for article 194 is derived from 

the Trail Smelter Case in 1941 which found that in addition to reparations, States have a 

duty to take appropriate measures to protect the environment (Trail Smelter Arbitration, 

1941). This duty is similar to the requirement in the precautionary principle to protect 

the environment unless the proponents of the activity can prove that their actions will not 

have unacceptable impacts. This duty of accountability is expanded in later articles in 

UNCLOS III not only to protect the environment but to monitor the actions of others 

who might. 

 

Articles 204 and 206 require the surveillance of activities likely to pollute and to assess 

potential effects of any planned actions that might have a negative impact on the 

environment. Possible Future exploration of the language portends the potential for these 

articles to outline the idea of a global environmental impact assessment (not unlike 

United State’s NEPA) for actions concerning the ocean (UNCLOS Art. 204 and 

UNCLOS Art 206).  

 

Unfortunately, like the other international conventions (excepting UNCLOS III 

subsequent migratory fisheries agreement) UNCLOS III lacks teeth for any enforcement 

measures where ocean noise pollution is concerned. Where UNCLOS lacks teeth, the 
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IMO and its promulgated Convention on Prevention of Pollution from Ships might 

provide the solution. 

 

The International Maritime Organization (IMO) is a specialized organization created by 

the United Nations and charged with the responsibility for the safety and security of 

shipping and prevention of marine pollution by ships. Although the IMO does not 

specifically recognize noise as a source of pollution, their Particularly Sensitive Sea 

Area (PSSA) program does. IMO resolution A.927 (22), adopted in 2002 (for identifying 

PSSA), states that: “in the course of routine operations, ships may release a wide variety 

of substances… and even noise. As areas of heightened sensitivity, PSSAs would also 

have the ability to enact stricter regulations on emissions from ships. The recognition of 

noise as a possible emission from ships under PSSA designation means it may be 

possible to regulate vessel noise emissions within these areas. Thus far, the IMO has 

made no move to create such regulations and, in fact, “As regards operational pollution, 

there is a strong preference within IMO and its Member States for the development of 

globally uniform regulations rather than a proliferation of diverse regional or local 

standards”, as would be the case with a network of PSSAs (A.720 (17) 1.4.3). This idea 

of global standards is reiterated in later resolutions for PSSAs describing the rationale 

based on “A Special Area may encompass the maritime zones of several States, or even 

an entire enclosed or semi-enclosed area. Special Area designation should be made on 

the basis of the criteria and characteristics listed in paragraphs 2.3 to 2.6 to avoid the 

proliferation of such areas” (A.927 (22) 2.2). 
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The International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships (MARPOL, 

1973, amended 1978) promulgated by the IMO’s Marine Environmental Committee 

does not discuss noise pollution. However, it has multiple annexes which address many 

different kinds of marine pollution. These annexes form the framework for ship design 

and construction requirements as well as emissions standards. These standards could be 

applied towards managing noise pollution either through re-interpretation of the 

definition of a harmful substance or through an addition of a new annex. Currently, 

Article 2.2 of MARPOL defines a harmful substance as “any substance which, if 

introduced into the sea, is liable to create hazards to human health, to harm living 

resources and marine life, to damage amenities or to interfere with other legitimate uses 

of the sea, and includes any substance subject to control by the present Convention.” If 

and when vessel noise is specifically identified as a harmful substance, it would be 

included in the definition and thus able to be regulated under MARPOL. Because noise 

is a form of energy and not a physical substance, it may be more feasible to create a new 

annex specifically addressing energy emissions into the marine environment. Either 

option would allow new regulations to be promulgated under MARPOL for the 

prevention of noise pollution by ships 
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Proposed Guidelines for Marine Noise Emissions 

Although a global framework is needed, it should to be based on conclusions from 

applied research, some of which is presented through regional focus groups and 

conventions. These findings may provide valuable starting points for noise abatement 

strategies where a praxis of solid scientific findings can be applied.  

 

In April of 2010, the Joint Research Center (JNC) (European Union's scientific and 

technical research laboratory) and the European Commission published their Marine 

Strategy Framework Directive Task Group 11 Report on Underwater noise and other 

forms of energy. In this directive, they attempt to outline guidelines for sound emission 

into the environment. The Table 11 shows their delineation for low, mid, and high 

frequency noise emissions and their recommended standards (Tasker et al., 2010).  
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Table 11: Breakdown of the criteria to assess impacts on marine mammals and suggestions for 
limits on noise emissions. 
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These standards are a good starting point for future elaboration. The difficult and 

unfortunate part about setting standards is that they need to be far reaching in their 

applicability for researchers and industry on a global scale. Using the units in the above 

rubric as an example, there are several different ways to measure noise and the rubric 

has most of them, none of which are directly comparable. If, for example, the species of 

interest is sperm whales, they are exposed to all three kinds of noise which all potentially 

overlap with their broad band clicks. The low to mid frequency range for impulsive 

signals is applicable when considering noise impacts for those mammals with mid –

frequency range like most odontocetes, but the measurement is for impulse sounds only. 

Because sperm whales, as with most cetaceans, are found around the globe in both 

coastal and thalassic waters, standards, like the Sound Exposure Level (SEL) calculated 

for the low frequency noise, also needs to be calculated for mid frequency:  near field 

ship passages are broadband signals extending into the 5kHz range. Conversely, impulse 

sounds like airguns can be very low frequency and while they are impulse sounds, a 

typical seismic survey shoots every 15 seconds. That is certainly more than just a single 

exposure and should definitely be considered in SEL calculations for all regions. In other 

words, noise regulations need to account for all foreseeable possibilities. The 

calculations should not be complicated: they should be repeated measures made using 

the same units (where possible) to avoid confusion and make comparisons of noise 

measurements by both the scientific and industrial community simple and easy to 

understand. The JNC rubric is a solid starting point.  Coupled with the science 
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prescribed by the regional frameworks, the JNC provides the foundation upon which 

language should be easily expanded.  

 

Vessel Noise Genesis and Potential Quieting Technology 

One initial step for developing noise emission standards is to understand the current 

technology available for ship quieting efforts. The Final Report of the 2004 NOAA 

Symposium, “Shipping Noise and Marine Mammals,” discussed sources of vessel noise 

as well as some recommended ship quieting technology. 

  

For any vessel, sound is generated through direct paths such as propeller motion, 

onboard machinery and turbulence around external ship elements. Indirect or “flanking” 

paths (e.g. sound from engine mounts through cables and ducts) ultimately transmit 

noise through the hull of this ship and can be as loud as direct transmission such as from 

the engine block to the hull. These types of machinery noise tend to dominate at low ship 

speeds; however, as vessel speed increases, flow (of water along the hull) and propeller 

noise predominate. 

 

To combat acoustic radiation from vessels there are a number of sound-isolating and 

absorbing technologies available.  Modern diesel electric engines may be fitted with 

resilient isolation mounts (in some cases double mounts), flexible hoses, and pipe 

hangers to minimize radiated sound. Acoustic filters, desurgers, and flow control valves 

may also be used to minimize sound emanating from fluids flowing to and from engine 
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equipment. The use of electric drive propulsion can also be effective when economically 

feasible and results in lower machinery radiated noise. Flow noise around the hull is 

generally minimal compared to that generated by propeller cavitation and machinery 

noise, but is increasingly important at increased speeds. There are a number of 

mitigation methods including damping and decoupling, but flow noise is most 

effectively dealt with at the design stage and more difficult to address through retrofit.  

 

The majority of radiated sound from large vessels is the result of propeller cavitation. 

Therefore, not surprisingly, much of the effort in quieting vessels focuses on propeller 

design and operation that limit or reduce cavitation.  According to the report, several 

methods of propeller cavitation noise reduction are not only economically feasible, but 

may also lower fuel costs in the long run, saving money. In addition, the committee 

found that more frequent maintenance on props and hulls could significantly reduce 

noise emissions. While this would mean up front maintenance costs for shipping 

companies, this type of proactive equipment maintenance extends the life of the vessel 

and thus protects and increases the yield from the initial investment. The report 

recommends a complete cost/benefit analysis comparing the different technologies for 

the application of all types of noise reduction technology in an effort to find the most 

cost-effective and noise efficient combination (Southall, 2004). In order to develop 

standards and the voluntary adherence to them, a concerted effort to maintain a dialogue 

focused on science, technology, and economic viability of quieting processes among 

stakeholders about the impacts of noise perturbations is imperative.  
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One avenue that may promote education as well as continual improvement of industry 

practices is ISO 14001. This is where companies who want to be ISO 14001 certified 

would have the potential to attain a higher marketability through a better reputation with 

the international community (von Zharen, 1996). ISO 14001 certification is earned 

through demonstrated commitment by companies to environmental awareness and 

continual improvement within their business practices by creating a business plan that 

ensures compliance with all applicable legal requirements. The ISO 14001 standard goes 

a step further:  it requires improvement of environmental management strategies for 

reducing negative impacts on the environment. 

 

Development of such a plan for a shipping company might include objectives like 

upgrading to fuel efficient engines or cleaner burning fuels to reduce air pollution. 

Likewise, measures to reduce noise emissions could also be part of the plan, and the 

adherence to these goals with measureable progress made over time would demonstrate 

to customers and investors that their company is committed to protection of the marine 

environment. In an age where green energy and recycling materials are becoming ideal 

alternatives, environmental certification may offer a business edge and make these 

environmentally friendly changes also business friendly.  
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Support for Changes to Traffic Separation Scheme, Shipping Lane Organization, 

and Speed Reduction Recommendations on the Louisiana- Mississippi Shelf 

Alternate management possibilities include using already established framework for ship 

strike reduction in great whales.  One of the most immediate contributors to large marine 

mammal mortality is ship strikes. Evidence for this exists from studies of blue, 

humpback, right, and fin whales along the east and west coasts of the U.S. One of the 

ways to combat this human induced mortality is through changes in ship speed 

regulations and the rerouting of major shipping lanes. For example, case studies for the 

Nova Scotia ship lanes in Rosen Bay as well as the changes in traffic separation scheme 

for the approach into the Boston Harbor have shown reductions in ship strikes with great 

whales. 

 

The IMO currently requires Automatic Identification System (AIS) transponders on all 

international vessels ≥300 gross tonnage and on all passenger vessels (Vanderlaan and 

Taggart 2009). AIS transponders provide information about a vessel’s static information 

such as name, dimensions, and IMO number. They also transmit real time information 

such as position, speed, direction, destination, Estimated Time of Arrival, and draft. This 

information is transmitted via VHF signal to any number of shore based receivers and is 

in standard National Marine Electronics Association (NEMA) format. 

  

In 2007, changes were made to the Traffic Separation Scheme (TSS) for the approach 

around Cape Cod, MA (Great South Channel). The rationale behind these changes was 
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to reduce the incidence of ship strike of North Atlantic right whales, an endangered 

population. In response, the lanes were narrowed by one half mile in both directions, 

moving the shipping lanes out of the areas of highest right whale seasonal densities 

(Abramson et al., 2009).. In addition, recommendations were made for seasonal areas of 

ship speed reduction for ships over 300 gross tones from April 1- July 31.  

 

These changes were made based on the joint proposal from the Office of National 

Marine Sanctuaries, NOAA Fisheries Office of Protected Resources, and NOAA’s 

General Counsel for International Law to the International Maritime Organization. It 

took approximately 7 years for the IMO to adopt this measure, partly due to the data 

requirements from the IMO and the multiple groups involved. Traveling within these 

lanes is not required by USCG or IMO but failure to follow TSS often carries liability 

should a collision or other incident occur [Liability or fault would be determined based 

on the International Regulations for Preventing Collision at Sea (COLREGs) of 1972 

which have also been adopted by the US Coast Guards.  Rule 10 of the Collision 

Regulations deals with the conduct of vessels in or near traffic separation schemes 

adopted by the Organization. By regulation 8 of Chapter V (Safety of Navigation) of the 

International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea, 1974 (SOLAS), IMO is 

recognized as being the only organization competent to deal with international measures 

concerning the routing of ships. Vessel failing to comply with these regulations can be 

declared in fault by the respective court, and therefore, liable for the collision]   
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Figure 34: Map of Right Whale Distribution and Traffic Separation Scheme in Cape Cod Bay and 
the Great South Channel. Shift in the Traffic Separation Scheme, shown by dotted lines, to avoid 

high density areas of baleen whales (Abramson et al., 2009). 
 

 

 

In the above figure [Figure 34)], the solid lines represent the old TSS which completely 

passes through areas of high whale density. The dashed line represents the new TSS 

which appears to bisect two areas of high whale density.  

 

Since their implementation in January 2009, preliminary AIS monitoring by both the 

National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) and Stellwagen Bank National Marine 

Sanctuary (SBNMS) indicate that only about 50% of vessels have been complying with 

the speed reductions below 10 knots in Sensitive Marine Areas (SMA) (Abramson et al., 
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2009). A more recent study using AIS data differentiated between compliance and 

commitment with compliance being a binary yes/no [established based on analysis of 

vessel speed data from AIS data] for obeying the speed reduction and commitment being 

the percent of distance traveled that exceeded the 10 knot requirement. The calculated 

commitment shows the percent of time a ship transiting through the area is not in 

compliance. This is a better indication of overall adherence to regulations since any 

vessel not following the speed restriction would be considered non-compliant even if it 

were only for a short time. Using commitment is a more realistic way to evaluate the 

degree of compliance over the entire area. The study showed that when speed 

restrictions were in effect, vessels normally exceeding 10 knots slowed down, decreasing 

the time they were normally not in compliance (68% [cargo]- 58% [tankers]) by greater 

than 9 percentage points (Thompson et al., 2011). Data on compliance with TSS were 

not available.  

 

Similar recommendations were put into effect in Nova Scotia for the Roseway Basin 

Area (Vanderlaan and Taggart, 2009) on the Scotian Shelf. This area was recognized by 

the IMO as a voluntary conservation initiative to reduce the number of right whale ship 

strikes in the area. The International Maritime Organization's (IMO) Sub-Committee on 

the Safety of Navigation approved the proposal from Transport Canada that the Roseway 

Basin area to be declared an "Area to be Avoided" (ATBA) by shipping. This area to be 

avoided (ATBA) was implemented in Canada on May 1, 2008, and is seasonally in 

effect from June 1st -December 31st. Estimates of vessel operator compliance within the 
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first 5 months ranged from 57%-87% with an average of 71% +/- 11%. While 

compliance with the ATBA was not complete, those vessels that did transit the area did 

so at a significantly lower average speed (28.1 km/hr compared with 31.2 km/hr) during 

the time of the seasonal speed restriction (Vanderlaan and Taggart, 2009). Figure 35) 

shows the success of the recommended ATBA. The two maps on the left (a, c) are AIS 

data ship tracks from prior to when the restrictions went into place and maps on the right 

(b, d) are from post restrictions. The top two maps (a, b) show the overlay of individual 

ship tracks while the lower maps (c, d) show number of ships cumulatively. There is a 

clear difference from before and after figures: while not all ships avoid the area, the 

difference is visibly significant, and those ships that transited through did so at lower 

speeds. Although not a perfect strategy, these recommendations are clearly capable of 

making a difference and vessel operators have shown willingness to comply with these 

new measures.  
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a)                                           b) 

 

         c)       d) 

 

Figure 35:  (a, b, c, and d) The area to be avoided (ATBA) before and after recommended avoidance 
measures were established for Rosen Bay, Nova Scotia. It is possible to see where the ships have 

deviated from their previous tracks in deference to the recommended area.  
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The final example demonstrating the efficacy of these TSS and speed restrictions is in 

the right whale calving grounds off the coast of Georgia and Florida. Interestingly, 

similar results were found with compliance based on speed or route recommendations. 

By publishing suggested shipping routes in an out of three ports, Brunswick, Fernandina 

Beach, and Naval Station Mayport, the traffic was greatly constrained, resulting in larger 

areas without ships and more defined lanes for ships moving along the coast. Initially, 

the reduced speed measures were only recommendations that ships would follow on a 

voluntary basis. Although only 16% of vessels complied with the voluntary speed 

reductions, recommended new routes were followed 75% of the time. Mandatory 

restrictions were passed by NOAA in 2008, requiring speeds below 10 knots. Average 

vessel speed concurrently reduced to 10.5 knots, which demonstrates an incomplete 

compliance with the regulations, but an overall decrease in vessel speed through the 

area. As with the other areas with speed restrictions, results of the study showed that 

required speed restrictions were successful and can be an effective way to reduce ship 

speed through areas identified as ecologically sensitive. Additionally, compliance with 

the recommended routes increased over time from 43% prior to any speed 

recommendations, to 52% during the first year and finally 96% in the final year of the 

study (Lagueux et al., 2011). Figure 36), below shows the seasonal management area 

boundaries as well as the recommended shipping lanes out of the four major ports along 

the Georgia-Florida coast.  
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Figure 36: Map of Right Whale Calving Grounds Management Area off Georgia and Florida, 
U.S.A. Seasonal management boundary areas and ports off Georgia and Florida, U.S.A. (Lagueux et 

al., 2011). 
 

 

 

 

Figure 37) demonstrates the progression of recommended shipping route compliance 

over the 4 years of the study. There is a clear progression towards compliance even 

though the recommendations are only voluntary. 
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Figure 37: Shipping lanes off the Georgia and Florida management area showing progression of 
compliance with voluntary shipping lanes over the four year study. 
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Although only recommendations and voluntary measures, these types of management 

strategies could be very useful for managing ship traffic in the GoM. Given the overlap 

of ship traffic with areas of high concentrations of sperm whales, reducing vessel speed 

and limiting the traffic patterns could also reduce areas of noise exposure and limit 

behavioral impacts due to perturbations from vessel noise. These strategies could be 

managed by U.S. Coast Guard and, particularly with vessel traffic routes, could have 

significant success through completely voluntary measures if similar strategies are any 

indication. While this will not address the global issue, for regional management in areas 

of high traffic, it is a strong first step.  
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CHAPTER VIII 

SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE GULF 

OF MEXICO 

 

The GoM is a center of marine activities, from seismic exploration to shipping, drilling, 

platform installation, lightering, and construction, among others.  In 2008, more than 

14,000 ships passed through the Port of New Orleans and Port of Houston combined 

(approximately 6,000 vessel calls were recorded at the Port of New Orleans and 8,000 

vessel calls at the Port of Houston [Port Authority of Houston, 2009; Port Authority of 

New Orleans, 2009]). The GoM shipping lanes play host to both international and 

interstate commerce. Both Houston and New Orleans are in the top ten ports for cargo 

worldwide and in 2009, New Orleans handled over 27 million tons of bulk, cargo and 

container materials. The noise from these vessels is continuous and may be a significant 

source of stress for animals in the marine environment. This is of particular concern for 

the resident sperm whale population in the GoM because they are most abundant on the 

Louisiana-Mississippi shelf and in the direct path of a number of converging shipping 

lanes. They are also an endangered species. The strategy for reducing this impact – 

vessel traffic separation schemes and reduction of vessel speed as, described in the 

previous chapter - is a strong strategy for an immediate and enforceable way to address 

reducing perturbations from vessel noise on sperm whales and the other 29 species of 

marine mammal found in the GoM (Würsig et al., 2000). 
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 Current Applicable Protection 

Sperm whales are federally protected by both the Endangered Species Act (ESA) and the 

Marine Mammal Protection Act (MMPA). Under these laws, it is illegal to harm marine 

mammals in U.S. waters. Harm is defined by the ESA to include any action that causes 

behavioral changes of marine mammals or any type of harassment such as close 

approach by vessels (50 C.F.R. § 222 et seq.). The ESA prohibits the ‘taking’ of any 

animal listed as endangered which includes significantly modifying its habitat (16 

U.S.C. § 1531 - 1534.). The Marine Mammal Protection Act (MMPA) defines two levels 

of harassment. Type A harassment is “any act of pursuit, torment, or annoyance which 

has the potential to injure” and type B harassment is any act of pursuit, torment, or 

annoyance which has the potential to disturb (breeding, migration, feeding, nursing, 

sheltering, breathing) a marine mammal (16 USC § 31). Until recently, anthropogenic 

noise had not been considered a major factor for behavioral changes. It is now 

recognized to be dangerous and sometimes fatal for marine mammals in close proximity 

to noise sources (Jasny et al., 2005). Thus, new attention must be given to the effects of 

chronic noise exposure, especially in an area as heavily trafficked as the GoM as well as 

all port areas with a marine mammal presence.  

 

Proposed Action for Management 

Sperm whales, because of their endangered status under the ESA, are considered a 

managed population, and therefore require a management plan. Unlike other cetaceans 

http://frwebgate.access.gpo.gov/cgi-bin/usc.cgi?ACTION=BROWSE&TITLE=16USCC31&PDFS=YES
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which compete directly with fisheries for their food source, sperm whales consume squid 

and other fish species but are not in direct competition with any commercial fishery. 

Therefore, while concerns of food web depletion are valid, their direct applicability to 

sperm whales is difficult to include in a management plan. Additionally, human 

interactions with sperm whales are uncommon. They are no longer hunted and their 

interactions with fishing gear, while probable, are not readily recorded. The biggest issue 

for sperm whales is their overlap with shipping vessels in their primary habitat. As such, 

the management strategy best suited is management of the shipping industry and vessel 

contribution of near field noise into the marine environment. 

 

The following paragraphs examine potential available management strategies from a 

very simplistic staring point as a basis for establishing a dialogue on these important 

issues. There are several ways to address this management issue. It is possible to 

designate areas of environmental significance under the Marine Sanctuaries Act 

(NMSA). The Secretary of Commerce can designate and protect areas of the marine 

environment with special national significance due to their conservation… ecological… 

scientific, or esthetic qualities as national marine sanctuaries (16 U.S.C. § 1431 et seq.). 

These areas are managed by the NOAA National Sanctuaries office and require funding 

from NOAA to support the sanctuary making new sanctuaries, particularly large ones, 

difficult to create and maintain; however, designation as a Particularly Sensitive Sea 

Area (PSSA) is possible under IMO and would create a strategy to minimize impact of 

vessel traffic on sperm whales. It would also provide structure for working in 
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cooperation with Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, (BOEM) (formally the 

Minerals Management Service, a federal agency under the Department of the Interior), 

which would be necessary for regulating seismic impacts. Based on the distribution of 

shipping in the GoM, the majority of vessels enter through the Florida Straits and heads 

towards Houston or New Orleans. The Florida Keys were designated a PSSA in 2002. 

Because of their proximity to the shipping lanes, it may be easier to extend that area and 

require ship quieting as a result. If that were possible, requiring ships to slow down to 

reduce vessel cavitation, water flow, and hull vibrations, while coming into New Orleans 

may be feasible. If the area along the Mississippi- Louisiana Shelf were designated as a 

PSSA, there is authority to make adjustments to shipping lanes, possibly controlling 

vessel noise through streamlining the lanes in the area (MARPOL 73/78 IMO res A.927 

(22)). If possible, creating one major throughway from New Orleans over the Louisiana- 

Mississippi shelf that diverges further off the shelf could reduce noise by minimizing 

vessels in the primary habitat for sperm whales.  

 

Title II of the Ports and Waterways Safety Act of 1972 (PWSA) states that “only the 

federal government may regulate the design, construction, alteration, repair, 

maintenance, operation, equipping, personnel qualification, and manning of tankers (33 

U.S.C. §§ 1221-1236).” But it also allows for the Secretary of Transportation (U.S. 

Department of Transportation) to “prescribe different regulations applicable to vessels 

engaged in the domestic trade, and also may prescribe regulations that exceed standards 

set internationally. Regulations prescribed by the Secretary under this subsection are in 
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addition to regulations prescribed under other laws… and include requirements for… 

propulsion machinery (author’s bold)…” such as engines and propellers [(therefore, 

they can go beyond those set by MARPOL) (46 U.S.C. § 3703)]. Based on this portion 

of Title 46, the federal government potentially has the ability to require vessel quieting 

technologies on board all U.S. flag vessels. 

 

In addition to the PWSA, the U.S. ratified certain MARPOL annexes and additionally 

passed the Act to Prevent Pollution from Ships (APPS) in 1980 the implementation 

legislation for MARPOL which requires all vessels within the U.S. territorial waters to 

comply with Annexes I, II, and V of the MARPOL Protocol [The navigable waters of 

the United States are: 1) the territorial seas of the United States; 2) internal waters of the 

United States that are subject to tidal influence; and, 3) internal waters of the United 

States not subject to tidal influence that are or have been used as highways for 

substantial interstate or foreign commerce. See 33 C.F.R. §2.36(a). [Territorial seas of 

the United States are the waters, 12 nautical miles wide, adjacent to the coast of the 

United States and seaward of the territorial sea baseline. In its present form, APPS 

essentially requires that all U.S. flagged ships, and foreign flagged vessels while in 

United States territorial waters, must comply with Annexes I, II, and V of the MARPOL 

Protocol ( 33 C.F.R. §2.22). ]. Out of the top ten sea ports in the United States, seven are 

located on the GoM (U.S. EPA, 2011). So, if a ship is traveling through the Straits of 

Florida, or any portion of the GoM in U.S. waters, their destination is most likely a U.S. 

port; thus, at some point during their voyage, these vessels will be within the navigable 
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waters of the United States. The APPS also authorizes the Secretary of Homeland 

Security to promulgate further regulations consistent with MARPOL. While MARPOL 

and its Annexes do not specifically address noise pollution, the IMO does through its 

PSSA framework. Instead of attempting to create a seventh annex to MARPOL 

addressing noise or energy as a pollutant, it may be possible to amend the U.S. APPS to 

include a clause for noise pollution from vessels within U.S. navigable waters. If 

Congress were to amend the APPS to include regulation for noise pollution from 

tankers, the U.S. Coast Guard would then be able to create a checklist for ships in U.S. 

ports to provide proof of compliance with maximum noise emission in navigable waters. 

This, by extension, would include the GoM (based on previous paragraph’s discussion). 

Again, these examples provide only the basis for further examination and suggest 

hypothetical starting points for more complete analysis of regional and international laws 

and agreements.  

 

This type of potential regulatory ability by Congress has already been demonstrated 

through the Oil Pollution Act of 1990. This act was passed in specific response to the 

Exxon Valdez oil spill. It requires that all tankers greater than 5,000 gross tons be 

equipped with a double hull (by 2010). This act applies not only to U.S. flag vessels but 

to all vessels entering U.S. waters (OPA 90 § 4115). As a result, changes to international 

regulatory regimes occurred via additions to MARPOL specifying configuration 

requirements for new tankers (73/78, Reg I/13F). Within U.S. waters, the U.S. Coast 

Guard is responsible for enforcement of this law. Although MARPOL does not 
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recognize noise as a pollutant, the PWSA specifically addressed propulsion and engine 

noise which would include the equipment on ships responsible for the majority of the 

noise perturbations. Congress set a precedent for taking action on behalf of the 

environment to regulate ocean going vessels. It has within its power, as outlined in 

PWSA, the ability to also regulate ship design. While this may not solve the issue on an 

international level, by passing legislation in the U.S. (as with OPA 90), it may be 

possible to force the issue onto the international stage and address it more completely 

through an additional annex to MARPOL regulating noise from shipping. This is but 

another example of a possible legal channel through which vessel noise can be addressed 

through regulation of ocean going vessels. More thorough legal analyses are needed to 

identify all possible avenues applicable to this issue; however, those analyses are outside 

the scope of this dissertation.   

 

 A more immediate way to address this issue would be to create a set of voluntary, 

recommended shipping lanes as was done in the case of the protection plan for the North 

Atlantic right whale. The advantage of this approach is that the measures could be 

completely or partially voluntary depending on location. Additionally, mandatory 

measures could also come into effect such as those along the Georgia-Florida coast. 

Considering, however, that voluntary measures only require a request by NOAA or other 

agency to the public to solicit compliance, these measures may present an optimal first 

step toward regional management. To implement this type of approach, three pieces of 

information are key. The first is a comprehensive sightings database for sperm whales 
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and all cetaceans in the GoM, particularly around the approaches to the Port of New 

Orleans. These data would then need to be mapped along with the AIS ship track data 

complied over multiple seasons to show distribution of usage. Lastly, current 

recommended Traffic Separation Scheme (TSS) patterns would need to be super-

imposed to assess whether alterations in these patterns might benefit the current common 

lane usage as well as re-route around areas of higher aggregations of sperm whales.  

Figure 38) is an overlay of AIS ship position with a map of the GoM coast and its 

shipping lanes. The AIS data are for each ship position point received between January 

12, 2011 and April 16, 2011. These are not individual ship tracks overlain, but rather the 

individual points. The map was broken into 100m squares and the number of points 

within each square summed for a density comparison. Areas where multiple ships were 

stationary over time appear as brighter circles unconnected to any obvious shipping 

lanes. The black dashed lines represent the official location of shipping lanes according 

to nautical charts provided by NOAA’s office of Coast Survey. 
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Figure 38: AIS ship positions on the approach to New Orleans. Areas with warmer colors 
(yellows/reds) indicate areas of higher ship densities; areas with cooler colors show lower densities 
(areas with densities below 0.0016 were dropped and are shown in white) (AIS data provided by 

Kyle Ward a Physical Scientist at NOAA’s Office of Coast Survey. Map created by Brendan Hurley, 
GIS specialist). 
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Figure 39) below, shows an overlay of sperm whale locations taken from the 2010 

annual stock assessment combined with the AIS position data in Figure 38) to display 

any potential overlap between areas of use. Additionally, current shipping lanes have 

been included to show overlap with both traffic and whales. Sperm whale positions were 

also analyzed for density distribution based on 20km grid sections. The areas with 

warmer colors (reds) show areas along the Louisiana shelf with higher densities of sperm 

whales. Not only is there conflicting use between whales and ships, overlapping ships 

transects one of the largest concentrations of sperm whale sightings in the GoM. This 

type of spatial representation is an important first step in any management approach for 

sperm whales in the GoM. 

 

Visualizing these conflicts in resource use through maps is a valuable tool for 

understanding where changes in TSS and speed restrictions might have the largest 

positive effect on the whales sharing the environment. But it is not enough. Based on the 

information presented in this section, there are many options for managing the GoM 

through application of both federal and international legal regimes. Some of these 

measures are more difficult to implement such as large scale changes to international 

requirements for ship design. However, options like seasonal areas to be avoided, marine 

protected areas, or even particularly sensitive sea areas can all be applied on a small 

scale with varying amounts of federal or international approval.   
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Figure 39: Map Showing Overlap of Sperm Whale Habitat with AIS Ship Positions and Shipping 
Lanes. Overlay of sperm whale locations taken from the 2010 annual stock assessment combined 

with the AIS positions to display overlap between areas of use. Areas in red are high density areas 
for sperm whales on the Louisiana- Mississippi Shelf, GoM. 
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In addition, changes to existing regulations such as the MMPA which would focus more 

on an ecosystem approach to permitting by requiring some accountability on the part of 

vessels captains could work to raise awareness and open dialogues to facilitate voluntary 

actions to reduce noise. 

 

Conclusions 

The type of framework, developed on the foundation of existing federal and international 

laws, is the strongest approach to creating future regulations for the protection of marine 

animals and the marine environment from perturbations from vessel noise.  Concurrent 

with these types of measures, further research is needed to continue to understand the 

impacts of vessel noise on marine mammal communication. One of the most important 

purposes of these further research efforts will be to understand source level and how it 

translates into received level and ultimately into behavioral changes. Science and 

industry need to work together to develop standards for measuring noise as well as 

determining a standard unit for measure which can be compared across all noise types 

such as shipping, seismic, and naval.  Pursuant to those standards, access to information 

on quieting technologies available to industry is necessary for drafting any proposed 

equipment regulations as is open dialogue with stakeholders to establish feasibility and 

timeframes for implementation. Ocean noise is not an issue that is going to go away. It 

needs to be addressed by means of research and management on an international level 

through cooperative efforts.  
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CHAPTER IX 

CONCLUSION: FINAL DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS  

 

Conclusions and Recommendations for Continued Research 

The data analysis presented in this dissertation was intended to build upon the studies 

undertaken that have explored the impacts of vessel noise on marine mammals. This 

study moves the science community one step closer to understanding the extent to which 

vessel noise effect one specific whale species, sperm whale, in one isolated area, the 

Mississippi-Louisiana Shelf region of the GoM. As with Like the preceding studies, 

however, the conclusions can be applied on a much wider scale and the questions 

unanswered by this study provide the platform and direction for future research. One 

such project would be a focused study of the impacts of vessel traffic on sperm whales in 

the GoM: Because of the opportunistic data collection on which the current project is 

based, significant auxiliary data are needed in order to assess the impacts of noise on the 

ecology of the GoM, particularly where behavioral impacts are concerned.  

 

Recommendations for any future focus study include five interlinked data collection 

methods. The first requirement is a deployment of a buoy or network of buoys in the 

same area for a time period that overlaps with the original calendar dates of deployment. 

In order for the data to be comparable, it needs to be collected during the same time of 

year. The second piece of necessary information is the Automatic Information Systems 
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(AIS) data from ships passing over the buoys. These data were not included in the 

current analysis because AIS data was not available until 2004.  This type of ship 

movement data are critical: Not only does AIS data provide vessel size and type, they 

can also provide ship speed and direction. These components are important for 

understanding whether direction and speed of approach have an identifiable effect on 

behavior; for example, whether vessels moving on-shore or off-shore can be heard from 

greater distances. If bathymetric stripping prevents noise vessels moving down-slope 

(offshore) from propagating, it may also explain why decreases in clicks are more 

pronounced for some ship arrivals than others. The third issue to tackle is calculating 

source level of sperm whale clicks. As discussed in the amplitude analysis section, 

source level is difficult to calculate because it is generally back calculated from the 

received level of the click at the sensor. That received level depends on range and 

orientation of the whale since their clicks are highly directional. A single sensor is 

unable to resolve position or range, which is why a network of buoys is suggested. While 

knowing the range and position relative to the buoy will help resolve source level, it 

cannot account for orientation, and thus an average of these back calculated source 

levels would need to be used. The fourth recommendation is to use acoustic tags to 

determine source level. These tags would provide an idea of the source level for clicks, 

but might also provide an idea of the received sound level sperm whales experience from 

passing ships. There are many uncertainties associated with acoustics recorded from 

tags, but the data would be a significant improvement over the calculations and 

assumptions made from a single buoy.  
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Additionally, and independent of the acoustic data, tags would provide dive and change 

in orientation data. These data could be compared for the same before, during, and after 

ship passages to see whether any difference in dive behavior were detected. 

Complimentary to that would be orientation and velocity measurements which would 

show whether the tagged whales changed their direction and speed relative to the course 

they were headed and/or the approaching or departing ship. This type of information 

would help answer the question of whether ship noise is obscuring the clicks or whether 

whales are leaving the area making their clicks undetectable by the buoy.  

 

The fifth and final component for the focus study would be surface observations. 

Logistically, this is possibly the most difficult because these observations should be 

executed from a fixed platform where no additional noise (e.g., ship noise from the 

research vessel) would be added to the system. This is important for objective 

observations of whale reactions to approaching vessels. The noise from any research 

vessel in the area may, inadvertently, cause reactions that could not be separated from 

those of approaching ships, thus biasing the results. From such a fixed platform, it would 

be possible to observe surface activity patterns, particularly breathing and resting 

patterns. While acoustic data may be able to detect clicks when whales are present, it 

cannot explain where whales go when clicking stops. By looking at surfacing patterns, it 

may be possible to hypothesize whether cessation of clicks is also correlated with 

increases in surfacing, length of resting, or changes in dive patterns indicating increased 

time spent at the surface while vessels pass.  
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As it stands, the major question remaining from the current study is: why is there a 

decrease in clicks? The only way to begin to address that question is to understand where 

the whales are in relation to the buoy before the ship approaches and to monitor where 

whales are found after the ship passes. By knowing the location of the whales, it is 

possible to determine what portion of the time the buoy is capable of recording them: for 

example, if the whales are far from the buoy, the lack of clicks could be due to their 

being too far to be recorded. If they are within detection distance, another explanation 

would be required. To determine which scenario is occurring necessitates acoustic and 

visual observations that can be linked with ship positions.  The current data set does not 

allow for this type of analysis and while recent and future acoustic or visual surveys may 

capture some of the picture, a focused and dedicated project is really necessary to 

capture all the interlinked parts.  

 

Future Directions for Vessel Quieting 

Although no current regulations for the emissions of noise from ships exist, the need for 

a cohesive global approach to address the issue is apparent as discussed in the preceding 

chapters. Several working groups have been convened under a number of international 

bodies to create suggested limits for noise from vessels (McCarthy, 2001). More 

recently, these limits have been given numerical values which form the basis for future 

regulations controlling noise emissions from ships such as those presented in the Marine 

Strategy Framework Directive discussed previously. These numbers are still in the 

suggestion stage and require more international support to become actual regulations. 
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Despite support from scientists and some governing bodies, the real challenge will be 

large scale implementation of mechanisms to control noise emissions.  

 

In the United States, oceangoing vessels loading and unloading cargo at seaports move 

99.4% of overseas trade by volume (Nagle, 2011); globally, between 80-90% of 

international trade travels via waterways (Carmel, 2011). There are 62,000 class A-

vessels currently outfitted with AIS tracking devices.  From a subset sampled (20,000; 

Eiden and Martinsen, 2010), at any given time, 75% of that global fleet will be 

underway. Of those, the median age of U.S. ships in foreign trade is 14 years, compared 

with the Maersk ships international fleet of six years (Carmel, 2011).  That means, of 

those class A-vessels, there are 26,000 ships under any number of flags moving almost 

100% of the trade goods in the world that will need to update, sometimes decade-old 

ships, to implement new quieting technology which would adhere to new management 

regulations. The difficulties associated with this are monumental, but not impossible to 

overcome.  

 

The first step to achieving this kind of unified action toward change is assessing the 

economic impacts of requiring such a change. In this case, determination must be made 

of whether the technology needed is available to the private sector and whether 

implementing that technology is economically feasible for companies and private 

holders to undertake.   This is important because until an international law recognizes 

and regulates noise as a pollutant, reductions in noise from changes in equipment or ship 
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speed will be voluntary, if at all. Such a law will probably not be forthcoming until the 

shipping industry itself is aware of the effects of vessel noise perturbations on marine 

ecosystem inhabitants; is aware of the importance of marine mammals to the marine 

environment, specifically to the interconnectivity of ecosystems in general; and until the 

economic costs associated with reduction of vessel noise do not outweigh the 

environmental benefits or, at least, are feasible. 

 

Applicability of Speed Reductions and Alterations in Shipping Lanes to Noise 

Reduction 

There are some very basic recommendations that, regardless of quieting technology, may 

reduce noise emissions, or at the very least, reduce the area of exposure for sperm 

whales in the GoM. The first is to require ships to reduce their speeds as they pass 

through certain areas. The approach across the Louisiana-Mississippi Shelf cuts through 

prime sperm whale habitat. As such, recommendations for the reduction of speed to 

prevent ship collision with whales in the area would not be without precedent. While a 

non-traditional way to try to manage vessel noise, reductions in speed also generally 

reduce noise.  As discussed in previous chapters, there has been success implementing 

voluntary areas to be avoided and seasonal management areas where vessel captains 

show commitment to both speed reduction and more successfully, suggested vessel 

routes. Because sperm whales in the GoM are not seasonal, time frames for speed 

restrictions would be more difficult to impose. Instead, a hard look at overlap among 
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shipping lanes and critical habitat and potential alternate routes would be a more 

practical way to evaluate the efficacy of changes in vessel routes in the GoM.  

 

The preparation for implementing these types of recommendations in the GoM is to first 

complete a feasibility assessment. To do this, AIS data from as many years as possible 

should be analyzed to map shipping routes and lanes currently in use, by volume, to see 

which areas have the most traffic. Then, recommended, voluntary, lanes can be provided 

to minimize the area where ships are traveling and try to organize traffic separation 

schemes that efficiently move vessels to port while leaving surrounding areas untraveled 

– or unperturbed by transiting vessels. In order for this to be successful, cooperation with 

NOAA and other research groups with sperm whale (and other species) sightings data 

are necessary to compile density maps showing areas where sperm whales are sighted 

more frequently and in large groups. Based on these aggregations, shipping lanes can be 

adjusted to provide a buffer to the area where possible. Concurrently, ship lanes that 

cross through historically dense areas could be designated as a areas to be avoided 

(ATBA) with a recommendation to reduce speed below 12 knot and a mandatory speed 

reduction during times determined to be important for activities like breeding or calving.  

Until technology is readily available and economically viable to allow implementation of 

alternative strategies, adjustments in shipping lanes and ship speed are more immediate 

and more easily implemented mechanisms for reducing vessel noise emissions through 

reductions in speed as well as streamlining traffic, essentially minimizing zones of 

impact from vessel traffic.  
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Final Thoughts 

Clearly, stronger measures are necessary for reducing noise perturbations on a global 

scale. These smaller, first steps of speed reductions and alterations to shipping lanes are 

potentially feasible and implementation is possible on a shorter time scale since some 

data are available such as yearly stock reports and U.S. Coast Guard AIS database logs, 

and other additional, more recent data may exist in unpublished sources. That type of 

data compilation would be relatively timely and easily distributable to ship owners, ship 

captains, as well as port authorities through announcements by the U.S. Coast Guard, the 

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration or other similar agency. As 

technology for ship quieting becomes available and regulations requiring 

implementation of the newer technology are made, those next steps like retrofitting older 

vessels and requiring build standards for new vessels can be taken.  

 

The most advantageous and far reaching solution to the noise regulation problem is 

persuading the IMO to include a further annex to MARPOL that would consider noise a 

form of pollution and require its management. Continued research into impacts of noise 

and threshold received levels capable of producing behavioral changes are necessary to 

advise regulatory measures going forward. These steps are all fundamental in efforts to 

investigate and address the efficacy of global regulations on noise emissions. It is only 

through communication among, science, law, and industry personnel that necessary steps 

can be taken to address the issue successfully. 
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